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system development has long been considered
be a 叮
in ach
achieving
system
success,, research has fa
failed
to clearly demonstrate
demonstrate
t岫to
。 bea
ccritical
ritic
凹al factor in
、1肥
ev
盯m、g sys
討tem success
i! ed to
its benefits. This paper proposes user involvement as
as an intervening variable between user
its
participation and system use.
use. Embedding the cons廿ucts
constructs of parti口
participation
pation and involvement into
the theoretical framework of Fishbein and Aj詛咒
Ajzen, a model isis developed and tested in a field
field
projects. 5everal
Several key
key 自ndings
findings emerge from the study. User particstudy of information system projects.
user involvement represent tWQ
two distinct constructs
constructs,, with participation leading to
ipation and LLser
involvement,, and involvement mediating the relationship
relahonship between parti口pation
participation and system
involvement
use. The critical dimension of user parti口pation
participation is overall responsibility. The role of user participation
different,, depending upon whether system use 泊
is mandatory or
H口
pation and involvement is different
voluntary.
{Information
Systems; User Involvement;
Implementation)
(1 /1 lormalio /l Syslems;
I/l volveme /l t; User Participation;
Participatio /l; Impleme
/l tatio /l)

User participation in information
information system development
(ISD)
has
long
been
considered
to be a critical factor in
(150)
achieving system success dating to the initial work of
of
Swanson
5wanson (1974). Over the years,
yea時I numerous studies
have been conducted,
conducted, investigating
mvestigating the effects
effects of
of participation
level
H口 pation on various individual and organizational
organizationallevel
criteria such as attitudes,
attitudes , behavior,
behavior, and performance
(for
(for reviews of
of this work,
work, see Ives
1ves and Olson,
Olson , 1984;
Pettingell,
Pettinge11 , Marshall,
Marshall , and
and Remington
Remington 1989).
In
ln spite of
of the nearly
nearly universal
unive目al acceptance
acceptance of
of the
the value
of
participation
by
both
the
practitioner
and
researcher
of participation
both
practitioner
researcher
communities,
communities, research
research has failed
fa i! ed to clearly
clearly demonstrate
the
the benefits
benefits of
of user
user participation
participation and
and involvement.
involvemen t. A
A
meta-analytic
meta-analytic review
review of
of this
this research
research found
found average
average
correlations
correlations ranging
rangi ng from
from 0.23 to
to 0.34
0.34 between
between user
user
participation
participation and
and attitudes
attitudes toward
toward the
the system,
system, and
and an
an
average
average correlation
co叮.elation of
of 0,12
0.12 between
between participation
parti口pation and
and
reported
repo吐ed system
system usage
usage (Pettingell
(Pettingell et
et al.
a l. 1989),
1989). These
These
low
to
moderate
correlations
have
been
attributed
low to moderate correlations have been attributed to
to
severe
severe methodological
methodological and
and measurement
measurement problems
problems in
in
past
past research
research (Ives
(lves and
and Olson
Olson 1984).
1984). However,
However, recent
recent
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studies which have eliminated many of these problems
simi! ar weak results (e.g.,
(包島， Baroudi,
Baroudi, Olson,
Olson , and Ives
lves
find similar
1986; Doll
0011 and Torkzadeh 1989; Franz and Robey
1986),
1986) . An alternative explanation
explanation for these outcomes
would then seem necessary. The
Th e low to moderate relationships observed
user participation
observed between
betweenωer
participation and
various outcome
variables
could
indicate
the presence
outcome
could
of
of intervening
intervening variables.
variables. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately , IS
15 researchers
have
have done
done little
little theoretical
theoretical elaboration
elaboration in
in this
this domain
don、 am
(although,
Davis,, Bagoz且，
Bagozzi,
(although , see
see Doll
Ooll and
and Torkzadeh
Torkzadeh 1989;
1989; Oavis
and
and Warshaw
Warshaw 1989).
1989)
objective of
of this
this paper
paper is to
to develop
develop and
and empirThe objective
ically test aa theoretical
theoretical framework
framework explaining
explaining the
the relarelaically
tionship between
between user
user participation
parti口 pation and
and system
system use.
use. In
ln
tionship
the
the paper,
paper , user
user participation
participation and
and user
user involvement
involvement are
are
first
defined as
as separate
separate constructs.
constructs. A
A model
mode! describing
describing
白白t defined
their
their influence
influence upon
upon each
each another
another is
is then
then developed
developed
and
and discussed.
discussed. Subsequently,
5ubsequently, the
the constructs
constructs of
of participarticipation
and
involvement
are
embedded
in
a
pation and involvement are embedded in a wellwel卜
supported
supported behavioral
behavioral theory,
theory , Fishbein
Fishbein and
and Ajzen's
Ajzen's
(1975;
( 1975; see
自e also
also Ajzen
Ajzen and
and Fishbein
Fishbein 1980,
1980,Fishbein
Fishbein 1980)
1980)
0025-1909/ 94/ 4004/ 0440501 .25
0025-1909/94/4004/0440$01.25
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HARTWICK
HARTWICK AND
ANDBARKI
BARKI
UserParticipation
Particlpation and
Q lI dSystem
System Use
U甜
User

Theory of
of Reasoned
Reasoned Action
Action (TRA).
(TRA) , Finally,
Fina Jl y, data
data colcolTheory
lected
in
a
longitudinal
6eld
survey
of
l5
闊的時間
lected in a longitudinal field survey of IS users is em-
ployed to
to investigate
investigate the
the hypothesized
hypothesized relationships.
relationships
ployed

Defining User
User Participation
Participation and
and
Defining
Involvement
Involvement
ln IS,
l5 , user
user involvement
involvement has
has traditionally
traditiona Jl y referred
referred to
to
In
parti口pation
in
the
system
development
process
and
participation in the system development process and
has been
been measured
measured as
as aa set
set of
of activities
activities that
that users
users or
or
has
their representatives
representatives have
have performed
performed (Baroudi
(Baroudi et
et al.
al
their
1986, Doll
Do Jl and
and Torkzadeh
Torkzadeh 1990,
1990, Franz
Franz and
and Robey
Robey 1986,
1986,
1986,
01son and
and Ives
lves 1980).
1980) Recently,
Recently, however,
however, Barki
Barki and
Olson
Hart、'lÎ
ck
(1989)
have
proposed
an
altemative
Hartwick
proposed altemative definition
of the user involvement
involvement construct
construct that isis more consistent
consistent
of
involvement is conceptualized
conceptualized in other
other
with the way involvement
discip山、目。
ln
doing
so
,
they
differentiated
between
user
disciplines. In
so,
differentiated
participation
and
user
involvemen
t.
The
distinction
beparticipation
involvement.
tween the two constructs led Barki and Hartwick to four
recommendations
recommendations:
(1) They
They suggested
suggested the
the term
terrn "user
" user participation"
parti口 pation " be
be
(1)
used
instead
of
"
user
involvement"
when
referring
to
used instead of "user involvement" when referring to
the behaviors
behavio凹 and
activ 啪的 that
that users
users or
or their
their reprereprethe
and activities
sentatives
perform in
process
sentatives perform
in the
the system
system development
development process.
Further
behaviors and
Further,, measures
measures assessing
assessing user
user behaviors
and activ自由
activities
(Barki
and
Hartwick
1994
,
Baroudi
et
a
1.
1986
(Barki and Hartwick 1994, Baroudi et al. 1986,, Do
DollJl and
and
Torkzadeh 1990
1990,, Franz and Robey 1986
1986,, 0150n
Olson and lves
Ives
1980)
1980) should
should be
be considered
considered measures
measures of
of user
user parti口
participation
pation,, not involvement
involvement.
(2) Consistent with work in other disciplines
disciplines,, they
proposed
that
the
terrn
"
user
involvement"
proposed that the term "user involvement" be
be used
used to
to
refer to
l. and deto aa psychological state of the individua
individual,
defined
fined as
as the
the importance
iniportance and
and personal
personal relevance
relevance of
of aa
system
to
a
user
,
They
also
suggested
that
a
measure
system to a user. They also suggested that a measure
of
of user
user involvement
involvement reflecting
reflecting this
this de自nition
definition needs
needs to
to
be
!i dated As
be developed
developed and
and va
validated.
As aa starting
starting point
point for
for this
this
measure
measure,, they
they recommended
recommended the
the context-free
context-free measure
measure
developed
by
Zaichowsky
(1985)
in
the
field
developed by Zaichowsky (1985) in the field of
of marmarketing
5ince
the
publication
of
Barki
and
Hartwick
keting. Since the publication of Barki and Hartwick
(1989).
(1989), several
several studies
studies have
have developed
developed and
and used
used meameasures
sures of
of user
user involvement
involvement consistent
consistent with
with the
the recomrecommended
mended definition
definition (Barki
(Barki and
and Hartwick
Hartwick 1994
1994,, KappelKappelman
and
McLean
1991
,
King
and
Lee
1991)
manand McLean 1991, King and Lee 1991).
(3)
(3) T1、ey
Theyalso
alsosuggested
suggested that
that 出e
therelationship
relationship between
between
user
Jl y
user participation
participation and
and user
user involvement
involvement be
be empirica
empirically
investigated
investigated., Barki
Barki and
and Hartwick
Hartwick (1989)
(1989) noted
noted the
the im
impli口
pation and
plicitt relationship
relationship between
between parti口
participation
and involveinvolve,

ment
ment assumed
assumed in
in past
past discussions
discussions of
of the
the involvement
involvement
construct
construct in
in IS,
侶， and
and proposed
proposed user
user participation
p缸ticipation as
as an
an
important
antecedent
or
cause
of
user
involvement.
Reimportant antecedent or cause of user involvemen t. Recently,
cently , Kappelman
Kappelman and
and McLean
Mc Lean (1991),
(1991) ,using
using measures
measures
of
of participation
parti口pation and
and involvement
involvement consistent
consistent with
with recreconimendations
1
and
2,
found
a
correlation
of
0.21
beommendations 1 and 2, found a correlation of 0 ,21 between
tween the
the two
two constructs.
constructs
(4)
(4) Finally,
Fina Jl y , they
they pointed
pointed to
to the
the need
need to
to ground
ground the
the
constructs
cans甘ucts of
of user
user participation
parti口 pation and
and user
user involvement
involvement
in
in aa theoretical
theoretical network
network that
that explains
explains when
when and
and how
how
these
these factors
factors influence
influence key
key criterion
criterion variables
variables such
such as
as
system
system usage
usage or
or user
user satisfaction.
satisfaction. Consistent
Consistent with
with Ininvolvement
volvement research
research in
in other
other disciplines,
disciplines, they
they suggested
suggested
the use of
effects
of an attitudinal
attitudinal approach,
approach , looking
looking at
at the
the effects
of
of participation
parti口 pation and
and involvement
involvement on
on the
the development
development
and change of
of individual
individual attitudes
attitudes and
and behaviors.
behaviors

A Model of User Participation
Participation and
Involvement
Involvement
model , describing the relationships between user
A model,
participation, user involvement,
involvement , and user attitude toparticipation,
1 Four sets of relaward an 15
IS,, is presented in Figure 1.
model
tionships may be highlighted in this model.
,

User Participation
defined as the behaviors,
User participation is defined
behaviors , assignments,, and activities that users or their representatives
ments
perform during the ISD
process. Barki and Hartwick
perforrn
l50 process
statistically
(1994) have identified and validated three statistica
Jl y
overallJl redistinct dimensions of user participation: overa
sponsibility, user-I5
user-IS relationship
relationship,, and hands-on activity
activity.,
sponsib山旬，
,

I

Figure 11

ot Participation
Participation
Antecedents and Consequences 01
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andSystem
System USt
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Overall responsibility
responsibility re(ers
refers to
to user
user activities
activities and
and asasOverall
signments reflecting
reflecting overallleadership
overall leadership or
or accountab山ty
accountability
signments
for the
the system
system development
development project.
project. Examples
Examples include
include
(or
being the
the leader
leader o(
of the
the project
project team
team,, having
having responsiresponsibeing
bility (or
for the
the overall
overall success
success ,,(
Bf the
the system
system,, and
and being
being
bility
responsible
for
selecting
hardware
or
software,
estir田ponsible (or selecting hardware or so(tware, estimating
costs,
requesting
funds,
etc.
User-IS
relationship
mating c田恤， requesting (unds , etc. User-15 relationship
refers to
to development
development activ悅目
activities reflecting
reflecting user-15
user-IS comcomre(e悶
munication and
and influence.
influence. Examples
Examples include
include the
the initial
initial
munication
evaluation and
and approval
approval o(
of aa (orn祖
formal1 agreement
agreement o(
of work
work
evaluation
to
be
done
by
the
IS
staff,
being
kept
informed
by
the
to be done by the 15 staff, being kept in(ormed by the
ISstaff
staff during
during various
variousstages
stageso(
of 150
ISD,, and
and the
theevaluation
evaluation
15
and approval
approval o(
of work
work done
done by
by the
the 15
IS staff.
staff. Hands-on
Hands-on
and
activity
refers
to
specific
physical
design
and
impleactivity re(ers to specific physical design and implementation
tasks
performed
by
users.
Examples
include
mentation tasks per(ormed by users. Examples include
defining screen
screen layouts
layouts and
and report
report (ormats
formats,, creating
creating aa
defining
user procedures
procedures manual
manual,, and
and designing
designing aa user
user 廿atmng
training
user
program.
The
three
facets
of
user
participation
are
program. The three (acets o( user participation are
shown
in
the
center
of
Figure
1.
While
the
three
facets
shown in the center o( Figure 1. While the three (acets
may be
viewed as
as conceptually
conceptually distinct
distinct,, they
they are
are likely
likely
may
be viewed
to be
be empirically
empirically related.
related. Users
Users who
who engage
engage in
in one
one set
set
to
of
participative
behaviors
are
also
likely
to
engage
o( participative behaviors are also Ii kely to engage in
in
the
two 扭扭。(behaviors.
sets of behaviors. In
bidirectional
the other
other two
In Figure
Figure 11,, bidirectional
arrows between
capture
arrows
between the
the three
three facets
(acets are
are used
used to
to 臼
pture this
this
idea.
idea
User Involvement
System
Involvement and Attitude Toward
Toward the 5ystem
In contrast to user participation,
pa而 cipation ， user involvement
involvement refers
to a psychological state. In
111 Fishbein and Ajzen's
Ajzen's (1975)
terms,
user
involvement,
as
defined
here,
and
terms , user involvement , as de自 ned here , is
is aa belief
belie( and
refers
to
the
extent
to
which
a
person
believes
that
refers to the extent to wluch a pe間on beüeves that aa
system
system possesses
possesses two
tWQ characteristics,
characteristics, importance
importance and
and
personal
personal relevance.
relevance. According
According to
to Fishbein
Fishbein and
and Ajzen,
Ajzen ,
beliefs
belie(s link
Ii nk an
an object
object or
or behavior
behavior to
to some
some attribute,
attribute,
characteristic,
or
outcome.
In
the
case
of
characteristic, or outcome. In the case of user
user involveinvolvement,
ment , an
an object
object (the
(the system)
system) is
is being
being linked
Ii nked to
to two
two atattributes
(importance
and
personal
relevance).
Involvetributes (importance and pe目onal relevance). Involvement
with another psychological
ment may
may be
be contrasted
con甘asted with another psychological
variable,
variable , attitude.
attitude. According
According to
to Fishbein
Fi shbein and
and Ajzen,
Ajzen , atattitude
refers
to
the
amount
of
affect
one
feels
titude refers to the amount of affect one (eels for
(or or
or
against some object or behavior, and is measured by a
against some object or behavior, and is measured by a
procedure that locates the individual on a bipolar evalprocedure that locates the individual on a bipolar evaluative (e.g., good/bad) scale. Thus, a person's attitude
uative (e.g. , good / bad) scale. Thus, a pe時on's attitude
toward an information system refers to the extent to
toward an information system re(ers to the extent to
which he or she feels the system is evaluatively good
which he or she (eels the system is evaluatively good
or bad.
or bad.
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User
User involvement
involvement and
and attitude
attitude toward
toward the
thesystem
system are
are
shown
to
be
correlated
in
Figure
1.
Individuals
who
shown to be correlated in Figure 1. Individuals who
view
view the
the system
system as
as both
both important
important and
and personally
personally relrelevant
kely to
evant are
arealso
alsoIilikely
to hold
hold positive
positive attitudes
attitudes conceming
concerning
the
alogous support
thesystem.
system. An
Analogous
support (or
for this
this contention
contention comes
comes
(rom
plines. In
from involvement
involvement research
research in
in other
other d血。
disciplines.
In atattitude
titude research
research in
in psychology
psychology,, highly
highly involved
involved individ
individuals
uals (with
(with an
an issue)
issue) have
have been
been (ound
found to
to have
have more
more
positive attitudes
attitudes conceming
concerning the
the Issue
issue (5heri
(Sherif,
Sherif,,
positive
f, 5herif
and Nebergall1965).ln
Nebergall 1965). In marketing
marketing,, highly involved ininand
dividuals (with
(with aa product) have been found to
to have
have
dividuals
more positive
positive attitudes
attitudes toward the product (Gardner et
more
1985,, Petty
Petty et aal.
1983). In organizational behavior
behavior,,
aal,
l. 1985
l. 1983).
{with their job) have been
highly involved individuals (with
to have more positive job attitudes (Kanung。
(Kanungo
found to
1982).. It, there(ore
therefore,, stands to reason that a highly in1982)
volved user will have a more positive attitude toward
the system.
The hypothesized correlation between user involvement and attitude reflects two processes. On one hand
hand,,
attitudes are said to be formed on the basis of belie(s
beliefs
(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975)
In the attitude (ormation
1975).. in
formation
proc間已 users holding the beliefs
belie(s that a system is
回 both
process,
impo吋ant and personally relevant (i.e.,
(i 且， users who are
important
therefore likely
Ii kely to develop a poshighly involved) are therefore
atti仙 de concerning
conceming the system. On the other
other hand,
hand ,
itive attitude
Sherif et al.
a l. (1965) have shown that
that individuals with
Sherif
(i. e. , very positive or very
very negative) attitudes
attitude,
extreme (i.e.,
conceming an issue tend
lend to
10 become more
more involved
involved (i.e.,
(i 巴，
concerning
belie(s that
that the
the issue
issue is
is both important
they develop beliefs
pe呵。nally relevant).
relevant) . In
In cases
cases where
where individuals'
and personally
lend to range
range from
(rom neutral
neutral to
to very
very positive
positive (a
(a
attitudes tend
situation
that
(requently
occurs
in
15
(M
i1I
man
and
situation that frequently occurs in IS (Millman and
Harlwick 1987)),
1987)) , this
this process
process will
w i1I result
result in
in aa positive
positive
Hartwick
relation between
between attitude
attitude and
and involvement.
involvement
relation
of Participation
Participation
Antecedents of
Antecedents
Predevelopment
user involvement
involvement and
and attitude
attitude toward
toward
Predevelopment user
the system
system are
are hypothesized
hypothesized to
10 influence
influence the
the amount
amount
the
o( user
user participation
participation that
that will
will occur
occur during
during ISD,
150. Prior
Prior
of
to
system
development
,
users
are
Ii
kel
y
to
have
vaguely
to system development, users are likely to have vaguely
formed beliefs
belie(s and
and attitudes
attitudes concerning
conceming the
the system
system that
that
formed
about to
to be
be developed.
developcd.The
n回 more
more important,
important ,the
the more
more
is自 about
personally relevant,
relevant,and
and the
thebetter
belterthe
the proposed
proposed system
system
personally
is
perceived
to
快，
the
more
Ii
kely
Ihey
will
d臼ire
and
is perceived to be, the more likely they will desire and
ch∞se
to
parti口
pate
in
Ihe
system
development
pr問問s.
choose to participate in the system development process.
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and System
System Use
U Sf
User Participation

Oi
Of course,
course , there will be other influences
influences not depicted
in Figure 1 also
aJso leading
Jeading to participation
participation in ISD
I50 (e.g.,
(e 岳，
company policies,
po Ji cies, orders from superiors,
superio間， number
number of popotential
tentiaJ users,
users , etc.).
etc.).
Consequences of Participation
User participation
participation is hypothesized
hypothesized to influence
influence postimplementation
pJementation user involvement
invoJvement and attitude toward the
system.
system . Individuals
IndividuaJs who are active in the system development
veJopment process are quite
q山te likely
JikeJy to develop
deveJop beliefs
that the system is both important
important and personally relereJevant,
vant, and the feeling that the system is
目 good. Analogous
An aJogous
support for this contention comes from the organizational
tionaJ behavior literature where meaningful
meaningfuJ participation in important
important job decisions has been found to result
resuJt
in increased job involvement
invoJvement and job satisfaction
satisfaction (Bass
1965,, Patchen 1970).
1965
1970)
Several
5everaJ psychological
psychoJogicaJ processes can explain
expJain the influence
f1 uence of user participation
parti口 pation on user involvement and
attitude. Users who participate will
likely influence syswilllikeJy
tem attributes in accordance with their personal
personaJ needs
and desires (e.g.,
1982),, resulting
(e .岳 ， Robey and Farrow 1982)
resu Jting in
a system they perceive as being importan
important,t. personally
relevant,
relevant, and good. Other processes include Cognitive
Oissonance
Dissonance Theory (Festinger 1957) and Attribution
Theory (Bem 1972)
1972).. Each of these theories suggests
l' s beliefs
be Ji efs and attitudes will be aaligned
Jigned
that an individua
individual's
so as to be made consistent with his or her behaviors.
Th
us , in 150
w山 align
Thus,
ISD,, users who participate (beha盯or)
(behavior) will
their beliefs and attitudes,
attitudes , resulting in higher levels of
of
involvement and more positive attitudes toward the
system.

Attitudes and the Prediction of
of
Behavior
Fishbein and Ajzen's TRA provides a basic framework
framework
that appears well suited to the task of explaining the
effects of user parti口pation
participation and involvement on system
use.
use. Not only does the theory c1e缸Iy
clearly spell out the underlying psychological deterrninants
determinants of individual behavior
havior,, it also has be凹
been repeatedly
repeatedly shm叩
shown to
to have s廿ong
strong
practical utility in a variety of domains (for reviews of
this work
, 1980; Fishbein
work,, see Ajzen and Fishbein 1977
1977,1980;
1980; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975;
1975; 5heppard
Sheppard,, Hartwick
Hartwick,,
and Warsaw 1988)
.
Evidence
of
TRA's
e伍cacy
1988).
efficacy in the
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IS
15 domain has been
been provided
provided by Davis
Oavis etal.
et 訓 .((1989).
1989) . In
ln
this section,
section, we will present
present aa brief
brief description
description of
of this
this
theory.
theory. In the next section,
section , aa model Unking
Ji nking user
user particparticipation and involvement
involvement to TRA will be outlined.
According to Fishbein and
and Ajzen,
Ajzen , attitude refers
refe悶 to
t。
the affect
affect that one feels
feeJs for
for or against
against some object
object or
or
behavior.
behavior. They distinguish
distinguish two different
different kinds of
of attitudes—attitudes
"The
tudes-attitudes towards objects
objects (for
(for example,
exampJe ,“
The
new system is great" or "The new
new system
system is awful")
and attitudes concerning
"My
concerning behaviors (for
(for example,
example,“
My
using the new system is great" or "My
using
the
new
" My
system is
自 awful"). Using this distinction,
distinction , an individual's
individua l' s
attitude toward a system
system would be considered
considered an attitude toward an object.
objec t. On
On the other
other hand,
hand , an attitude
concerning system use would be considered
considered an attitude
concerning
behavior.
conceming a behavior
Fishbein and Ajzen
Ajzen (1974) have argued and empirically shown that attitudes toward objects do not
strongly
strongJy predict specific
specifìc behaviors toward such objects.
Instead,
Instead , it is attitude concerning the specific behavior
that is said to determine
deterrnine whether
whether or not that
that particular
behavior is performed. To explain this difference,
difference , Ajzen
and Fi
Fishbein
shbein (1977) introduce the notion
notion of corresponcoπespon
dence. They note that behaviors are specific
spe口自c in terms of
of
both the action and the target of
Attitudes
of the action.
actionιAttitudes
toward objects are specific
spe口fìc with respect to the target of
of
action,, but do not specify
the action
specify the action that is to be
performed.
correspondence
performed. Since there is only partial coπespondence
target,, a weak relationship
of action and target
reJationship can be expected
between this attitude and the performance
performance of a particular behavior. On the other hand,
hand , attitudes toward bespecific with respect to both action and tarhaviors are specifìc
get. Since
5ince there is complete correspondence
coπespondence of action
target,, a strong relationship can be expected beand target
tween the attitude toward and the performance
performance of a
behavior.
particular behavio
r.
In 15
IS,, this suggests that user attitud臼
attitudes toward a system
ln
will be weakly related to system use. Results reported
IS literature support this contention (for reviews,
in the 15
reviews ,
see Oavis
Davis et aal.J. 1989
1989,, Swanson
1982,, Zmud 1979)
1979).. On
S田
5wanson 1982
hand,, a strong relationship
atthe other hand
relatior、ship between user at
actual use of
titudes concerning system use and their actuaJ
of
would be expected.^
the system wouJd
expected. ' Recently,
Recently , Moore and
Davis et aal.
Mathieson
I' Oavis
l. (1989) and Mathi
e甜n (1991) have found that attitude
concerning system
system u盟
use signi6cantly
significantly influences user intentions to use
conceming
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Benbasat (1993) have provided empirical evidence for
such a relationship.
concem is the undetstandFishbein and Ajzen's key concern
understanding and prediction of behavior. Toward this end
end,, they
have developed TRA
TRA,, a theory that describes the psychological determinants of behavior. This theory is depicted in Figure 2. According to TRA
TRA,, the immediate
determinant of a person's
pers凹 's behavior is his/her
hisjher intention
to perform the behavior.
behavior. The person's behavioral inturn said to be determined by his/her
tention is in tum
his j her athe/she
titude concerning the behavior (whether he
j she feels
that performing the behavior is good or bad) and his
his/j
her subjective norm concerning the behavior (whether
he/she
him/her
he
j she believes that other individuals want himj
her
to perform the behavior). Attitudes and subjective
given a weight to reflect
reflect their relative imnorms are glver、
portance. This importance is said to vary according to
consideration,, the situation
situation,,
the specific behavior under consideration
studied.^
and the person being studied'
Sheppard et aal.
l. (1988) conducted two meta-analyses
of studies which have utilized TR
A. An average corTRA.
relation of 0.54 was found for the 86 studies which
the system. To the c>;tent
extent that uscr
user intentions
intenlions relate 10
to system use
use,, as
found by Davis et 叫
al.,， these studies provide support (or
for the Fishbein
{ound
and Ajzen hypothesis.
hypoth目的
'~ An
An additional
additional level
level o(
of description
description is
is also
also included in TRA
TRA,, th訓。f
that of
beliefs. Thus
Thus,, attitudes conceming
concerning behavior are said 10
to be dete
detennined
nn.i ned
by behavioral
concerning the ∞
consequences
behavíoral beliefs—beliefs
be Liefs-beliefs conceming
nsequenc的 or outoul.
comes
of behavior. (U揖
{Userr involvement
involvementisisnot
notaabehavioral
behavioralbelief;
belief;自由
rather,
com 間 o(beha圳的
e，.
it 間
refers
to a belief
concerning the auributes
attributes of an
an object.
object, the
the system.)
system.)
fers 10
be Ji ef conceming
Similarly,
subjective
to be
by normative
Simil 盯旬， 叫
s u‘巾叫
蚵Je
b
缸
ctiv
峙
e norms are 阻
5said
ai抽
d 怕
b. 血determined
d.，崎.，η冒
mY
beliefs—beliefs
concerning
groups
or
beliefs一belie
悶叫
ef:“s ∞
cο nc
臼eming the desires of specific
sp
伊
凹
e
α自
fic referent grou
叩
A咿
冉S 0'
p
individuals,
this
study, such
such beliefs
beliefs we間
were not
not measured and
and ther叫0周
therefore
閻
di川
吶idual旭.8. ln
v
1n 出
t hi滔5 study.
are not depict吋
depicted in Figu
Figure
.re 2.
2
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have investigated the intention-behavior relationship.
An average multiple correlation o(
of 0.67
0,67 was found for
the 85 sturlies
studies investigating the relationshjp
relationship between
ihe
attitudes,, subjective norms and such intentions.
attitudes
In 侶，
1. (1989) examined TRA in a longiIS, Oavis
Davis et aal.
tudinal study of student usage of a word processing
package. Following the introduction of the package,
package, attitudes,, subjective norms
norms,, and intentions were assessed.
titudes
Fourteen weeks later
later,, attitudes
attitudes,, subjective norms
norms,, and
reassessed, and usage was measured.
intentions were reassessed.
At both times
times,, multiple correlations of 00.56
0.51
.5 6 and 0.51
were found when attitudes and subjective norms were
used to predict user intentions at times 11 and 22,, reattitude,, however,
spectively (only attitude
however, was found to have
a significant regression weight)
weight).. User intentions were
correlated
also found to predict use. Intentions at time 11 correlated
0.35 with behavior measured 14 weeks later. At time
22,, when intentions and behavior were measured contemporaneously,, a correlation of 0.63 was observed
observed.
temporaneously
Thus,, there would appear to be impressive evidence for
Thus
TRA,, both in IS
the predictive validity of TRA
lS and a variety
of other fields.
fields
While Fishbein
WhiJe
Fishbein and Ajzen claim
clain、 that attitude (toward
norm,, and intention are the
the behavior),
behavior) , subjective norm
prime determinants of behavior,
behavior, they do not deny the
p由sib山
ty that other factors will
wUl also have a relationship
possibility
with behavior. However
However,, they claim that all such factors
factors,,
labelled external
variables, influence behavior indirec
t1 y;
extemal variables,
indirectly;
that 盟，
is, through their influence on the terms of the model
(specifica
Il y , through their influence on attitude con(specifically,
cerning the behavior,
behavior, on subjective norm concerning
the behavior,
behavior , or on the relative weight of the two).
Examples of external
extemal variables include demographic
variables,, personality characteristics
characteristics,, beliefs concerning
variables
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objects,
。bjects， attitudes toward
t。、vard objects,
objects, task characteristics,
characteristics,
Examples of extemal variables
and situational variables. Examples
in IS
15 research include education (e.g.,
(e.g. , Fuerst and Cheney 1982),
1982 ), computer
computer experience (e.g.,
(e.g., Fuerst
Fuerst and Cheney 1982),
1982) , cognitive style (e.g.,
(e.g. , Huber 1983),
1983) , system
characteristics (e.g.,
Benbasat
and
Dexter
1986),
(e.g. ,
1986) , attitude
toward systems (e.g.,
(e.g. , Ives,
Ives, Olson,
Olson , and Baroudi 1983),
1983) ,
system development
1984),, and
development approach
approach (e.g,,
(e.g. , Alavi 1984)
user participation
participation (e.g.,
(e.g. , Baroudi et al.
a l. 1986).
1986) . By examining the effects
effects of such variables on attitude and
subjective
framework
subjective norm,
norm , TRA can provide a useful
useful framework
for integrating and explaining their effects
effects on user intentions and system use.

Integrating Participation
Participation,,
Involvement,
Involvement, and TRA
end , we have developed the model depicted
Toward this end,
in Figure 3. This model integrates the ideas of Figures
1 and
and 2.
2. 5pecifically
Specifically,, the three
three dimensions
dimensions of
of user
user paτ
participation , Overall Responsibility,
Responsibility , User-IS
User-15 Relationship,
Relationship ,
ticipation.
Activity , are shown to influence
influence User
and Hands-on Activity,
Involvement and Attitude Toward the System.
5ystem. Further
Further,,
external variables are shown to influence 5ystem
these extemal
System
Use; however,
however , this influence is indirect
Use;
indirect,, being mediated
by the terms of TRA. The nature of this influence will
now be discussed
discussed.
An tecedents of Attitude Concerning System Use
Antecedents
As shown in Figure 33,, Attitude Toward the 5ystem
System and
User Involvement are hypothesized to be determinants
Conceming System
5ystem Use. As noted previof Attitude Concerning
ously
ously,, attitudes concerning behavior are said to be de-

Figure 3

termined by individuals' beliefs
beliefs conceming
concerning the
the attriat廿i
butes or outcomes
outcomes of
of the behavior
behavior (e.g.,
(e.g. , Ajzen
Ajzen and
Fishbein 1980; Fishbein
Fishbein and
and Ajzen
Ajzen 1975). Thus,
Thus, to
to the
extent that users view
帆ew a
a system as being
being good
g∞d (a
(a positive
p由itive
attitude toward the system),
system) , important
important and
and personally
relevant
relevant (a high level
level of
of user
user involvement),
involvement) , they
they will
will
develop a positive
attitude
concerning
their
use
of
positive attitude concerning
of the
system. Evidence for such a relationship
relationship is
is provided
provided by
Davis et al.
a l. (1989).
(1989) . They
They found
found that
that similar
similar beliefs
beliefs (i.e.,
(i. e. ,
the perceived usefulness
usefulness and ease of
of use of
of a word
processing package) were related
related to attitude concerning
mg use.
Antecedents
An tecedents of Subjective Norm Concerning
System Use
Figure 3 also suggests that Attitude
A他 tude Toward the System
5ystem
Involvement will be determinants of Subjec5ubjecand User Involvement
Concerning System
5ystem Use. According to Fishtive Norm Conceming
Ajzen , a person's subjective
subjective norm may be inbein and Ajzen,
(for example,
example,
fluenced directly by other individuals (for
when referents tell the person that they think he or she
system) , or indirectly (for
(for example,
example , when
should use a system),
the person infers that others think he or she should use
a system). These inferences may be based on the perconcerning the system or its use. The
son's own beliefs conceming
" false consensus" effect,
effect , identified
identified by Ross (1977),
(1977) ,
"false
suggests that individuals who hold certain beliefs think
that others also hold them. These latter beliefs may then
be used to infer subjective
subjective norm. In 侶I
IS, the reasoning
時
process would be as follows: I believe the system is
important, personally relevant,
relevant, and good; others believe
important,
important , personally relevant,
relevant , and good;
the system is important,

Partlcipation.
Involvement , and
and system
system Use
Use
Participation, involvement,

Onni
RMponalMlty

Us«r-IS
Rdattonship
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Others think
think 1Ishould
shoulduse
usethis
thisimportant
important,
personallyrel
relothers
, personally
evant, and
and good
good system.
system. 5upport
Support for
for such
such aa proc白為
process has
has
eva肘，
been found
found in
in consumer
consumer research
research (Oliver
(Oliver and
and Bearden
Bearden
been
1985,
Ryan
1982,
Shimp
and
Kavas
1984).
To
inves1985 , Ryan 1982, 5himp and Kavas 1984). To investigate th自
this poss】
possibility,
links from
from User
User lnvolvement
Involvement and
and
tigate
bili旬， Unks
Attitude Toward
Toward the
the 5ystem
System to
to 5ubjective
Subjective Norm
Norm will
will
Attitude
be
examined.
be examined.
Intention to
to Use
Use the
the Syslem
System and
and System
System Use
Use
lntention
Consistent
v^dth
our
discussion
of
TRA,
User
Attitude
Consistenl wilh our cliscussion of TRA , User Altitude
and 5ubjective
Subjective Norm Conceming
Conceming 5ystem
System Use
Use are
are hyhyand
pothesized to
to determine
determine User
User lntention
Intention to
to use
use the
the syssyspothesized
tem. ln
In tum
turn., lntention
Intention isis hypothe刮目d
hypothesized to
to determine
determine
tem.
System
Use.
These
hypotheses
are
supported
by the
5ystem Use. These hypoth自由
by
studies investigating the Fishbein and Ajzen
Ajzen
many stuclies
model 口cited
earlier,, inclucling
including those
those of
of Oavis
Davis et
et al
al.
model
ted earlier
(1989),^
and
Moore
and
Benbasat
(1993)
in
IS.
(1 989) , ) and M∞re and Benbasat (1993) in 15

Method
Figures
In order to test the models depicted in Fi
gures 11 to 33,, a
study,, assessing user perceptions
longitudinal field
field study
percep的 ons (i)
prior to development and (ü)
(ii) following irnplementation
implementation
of a new information
system,
was
conducted.
A letter
information system ,
describing the purpose of the study was initially mailed
ma iJ ed
to all 2,603
2, 603 members of the Canadian
Canaclian Information
lnformation Processing Society
50ciety who owned
owned a mini or a mainframe
mainframe computer. In
the
letter,
respondents
were
asked whether
ln
letler, responden包
their organization
organization planned
planned to develop a new,
new , businessoriented,
oriented , IS
15 application in the near future. Four hundred
and sixty responses
r臼 ponses were received. Of
Of these,
th自 e， 130 re間，
spondents
stated
that
they
were
planning
to
develop
aa
spondents stated that
planning
new application
application within
within the
the next
next few
few months. These 130
respondents
respondents were contacted
contacled by phone
phone to identify
identify the
the
future
future users
users of
of each
each new
new system.
system. A user
user was
was defined
de自ned as
as
aa person
who,
as
part
of
his
or
her
regular
job,
either
person who,
part of his
her regular job,
used
used the
the system
system hands-on
hands-on or
or made
made use
use of
of the
the outputs
outputs
produced
produced by
by the
the system.
system. One
One thousand
thousand and
and fifty-nine
自 fty-nine
users
users were
were identified,
identified, and
and mailed
mailed predevelopment
predevelopment
questionnaires.
On
the
questionnaire,
questionn缸res. On the questionnaire , the
the following
following
variables
variables were
were assessed:
assessed: User
User Involvement,
lnvolvement , Attitude
Attitude
^l While the data o(
of Davis
Oavis et at.
aL (1989) provide no support for
(or a rere.
lationship
lationship between
between subjective
subjective norm
nonn conceming
concemìng use
use and
and intention
intention toto
use
usethe
thesystem,
system,the
thenumerous
numerousstudies
studí個which
whichfind
findthat
that top
top management
management
support
support (a(a likely
Iì kely determinant
determinant ofof subjective
sublective norm)
norm) leads
leads toto greater
greater
system
system use
u盟(Fuerst
(Fuerst and
and Cheney
Cheney 1982,
1982.Lucas
Lucas 1981,
1981 ,Robey
Robey 1979)
1979)lend
lend
empirical
empiricalsupport
support for
(orthis
thìs relationship.
relationship.
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Toward
Toward the
the 5ystem
System,, At組tude
Attitude Conceming
Concerning 5ystem
System Use
Use,,
5ubjective
Subjective Norm
Norm Conceming
Conceming 5ystem
System Use
Use,, and
and lntention
Intention
to
to Use
Use the
the 5ystem.
System. Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
ninety-three ususable
able questionnaires
questionnaires were
were retumed
returned..
The
The development
development proc臼s
process for
for systems
systems in
in the
the sample
sample
took
from
4
to
22
months.
Th
ree
months
after
the
system
took from 4 to 22 months, Three months after thesystem
was
was put
put into
into use
use,, users
users were
were asked
asked to
to respond
respond to
to aa postpostimplementation
implementation questionnaire.
questionnaire. On
On this
this questionnai間，
questionnaire,
the
the following
following v缸iabl田
variables were
were assessed:
assessed: user
user pa吋cipation
participation
during
150
(Overall
Responsibility
,
User-15
during ISD (Overall Responsibility, User-IS RelationRelationship
ship,, and
and Hands-on
Hands-on Activity)
Activity),, User
User lnvolvement
Involvement,, AtAttitude
titude Toward
Toward the 5ystem
System,, Attitude Conceming
Conceming 5ystem
System
Use
Use,, 5ubjective
Subjective Norm Conceming
Conceming 5ystem
System Use
Use,, Intention
to
Use
the
5ystem
,
and
5ystem
Use.
One
hundred
tion to Use
System,
System Use.
hundred
and twenty-seven usable qu目tionnaires
questionnaires were retumed
retumed,,
105
105 from respondents in
tn the predevelopment sample
sample
and 22 from new respondents (inclividuals
(individuals replacing
respondents who had been promoted or who had left
left
organization).
the organization)
One hundred and five
five users responded to both the
predevelopment and postimplementation
postimplementation questionnaires. This sample was used to assess the longitudinal
model of involvement and participation depicted in
Figure 1. The same sample was also used to assess the
(TRA) . In
[n doing so,
so, the longmodel depicted in Figure 2 (TRA).
term performance
perfoπnance (predicting
(predicting postimplementation
postimplementation use
predevelopment attitude,
attitude, subjective
subjective norm,
norm, and
from predevelopment
short-term performance
performance (predicting
(preclicting
intention) and short-term
contemporaneous use with postimplementation
postimplementation atticontemporaneous
tude, subjective
subjective nomi,
norm , and
and intention) of
ofTRA
tude,
TRA were each
examined . One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-seven
twenty-seven users rereexamined.
sponded to the postimplementation
postimplementation questionnaire.
questionnaire. This
sponded
larger sample
sample was
was used
used to assess the integrated
integrated model
larger
of
Figure
3
cross-sectionally
of Figure 3 cross-sectionally.
Sample Characteristics
Characteristics '
Sample
Thirty-eight percent
percent of
of the
the respondents
respondents were
were male,
male, 62
62
Thirty-eight
percent female.
female. Their
Th eir average
average age
age was
was 38
38 years,
yea時， ranging
rangmg
percent
from 22
22 to
to 65
65 years.
Y臼時 Fifty-four
Fifty-four percent
percent of
of the
the responresponfrom
dents identified
identi自 ed themselves
themselves as
os having
having completed
completed eleeledents
mentary or
or high
high school,
school , 28
28 percent
percent as
as having
ha叫 ng aa univerunlver.
mentary
sity degree,
degree , and
and the
the remaining
remaining 18
18 percent
percent as
as having
hoving
sity
some postgraduate
postgraduate education.
education.On
On average,
average , respondents
respondents
some
stated that
that they
they had
had 16
16 years
years of
ofwork
work experience,
experience , rangrangstated
ing from
from 33 to
to 45
的 years.
y聞自 . They
They had
had been
been in
in their
the眩目叮ent
ing
current
organization an
an average
average of
of 10
10 years,
yea時， with
with aa range
range of
of00
organization
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to 25
25 years.
years. Thus
Thus,, it can be conduded
concluded that a diverse
diverse
study
and representative set of respondents form the study
sample.
sample
Operationalization of Constructs
User Participation. Three dimensions of user parUser
ticipation,, Overall Responsibility
Responsibility,, User-1S
User-IS Relationship
Relationship,,
ticipation
Activity,, were assessed in the study
study.
and Hands-on Activity
six-,,
The three dimensions were operationalized with sixseven-,, and five-item
scales,, respectively
respectively,, developed by
seven自 ve-item scales
Barki and Hartwick (1994).
(1994). These scales are presented
in Appendix
Appendix I.
in
1
In ttheir
participation,, Barki and Hartln
Íl eir study of user participation
identified a comprehensive set of 59
wick (1994) first
fìrst identi且ed
activities,, based upon the works of Olson
participative activities
(1980,, 1981)
1981),, 1Ives
Olson ((1984),
and 1Ives
ves (1980
ves and 01son
1984 ), Baroudi
(1986),, and Franz and Robey (1986). Subse1. (1986)
et aal.
quently,, a study was conducted
conducted,, asking two samples of
quently
respondents about their performance of these activities
activities.
similar factor
Factor analyses of the responses revealed sirnilar
samples—the three factors of
structures for the two samples一-the
Responsibility,, User-1S
User-IS Relationship,
Overall Responsibility
Relationsh巾， and
Hands-on Activity. Scales
Scales,, used in the present study
study,,
were developed for each dimen日on，
dimension, and evidence of
0.84,, 0.84
0.84,, and 0.78,
0.78 , rereliability (Cronbach alphas of 0.84
spectively) obtained. Further,
Further, the comprehensive item
pool and factor analysis results provide evidence for the
construct validity (content
(content,, factorial
factorial,, convergent
convergent/dis/ discriminant) of these scales.
scales
In the present study
study,, users were asked to respond to
t。
the participation questions in the second questionnaire
questionnaire,,
administered three months following system implementation.
parti口patìon can
mentation . While this assessment of participation
retrospective,, the factual nature of the
be considered retrospective
behaviors and activities being assessed (i.e.,
(i.e. , being the
leader of the project team,
team , defining
de自ning screen layouts) and
the response format of the questions (yes/no)
(yes / no) leaves
little room for biased or inaccurate responses. Consequently,
participative
quently , a relatively objective assessment of parti口pative
behaviors should be obtained. Each question
qu田伯on was scored
0o (no) or 1 (yes). Scores for the three participation dimensions were obtained by averaging items on each
scale.

User Involvement
lnvolvement and Attitude Toward the System.
In
ln marketing,
marketing, Zaichowsky (1985) developed a 20-item
scale of consumer involvement.
However, by including
induding
involvemen t. However,
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personal relevance
both items assessing importance and pe間onal
unimportant/important,
m e//
unimportant
/ important , means nothing to me
to me) and items assessing affect
affect (e.g.
(e.g.,, useuse
means a lot to
less/useful,
worthless/valuable),
/ valuable) , Zaichowsky's scale
less
/ useful , worthless
confounds involvement with attitude (Barki and Hart1994).. ln
In the present study
study., User lnvolvement
Involvement
wick 1994)
and Attitude Toward the System were ope間的。nalized
operationalized
with 9- and 4-item scales developed by Barki and Hartwick.
k. These scales are presented in Appendix 1.
1
wic
To create these scales
scales,, Barki and Hartwick (1994)
To
adapted attitude and involvement items from the works
of Osgood
Osgood,, Su口，
Sud, and Tannenbaum (1957) and Zaichowsky (1985).
(1985). A study was conducted
conducted,, presenting
these items to two samples of respondents. Factor analyses of the responses revealed similar factor
factor structures
for both samples-two
samples—two factors representing the two inpe時onal relvolvement dimensions of importance
irnportance and personal
evan間，
evance, and one factor representing attitude.
attitude, Two scal凹，
scales,
one representing User Involvement,
lnvolvement , and one repredeveloped,,
senting Attitude Toward the System,
System, were developed
and evidence of reliability (Cronbach alphas of 0.93
and 0,99,
0.99 , respectively) obtained.•*
obtained.' The factor analysis
acresults provide evidence for the construct validity (f
(facscales
torial and convergent/discriminant)
convergent/discriminant) of these scales.
lnvolvement and Attitude
ln the present study.
study , User Involvement
In
Toward the System were assessed twice,
twice , once with the
,
and
a second time with
predevelopment
questionnaire
predevelopment questionnaire,
po甜 mplementation questionnaire. To assess each
the postimplementation
7-point semantic
construct
construct,, users were presented with 7-point
differential
differential scales. Answers to the 9 involvement and 4
attitude items were each averaged to create scores for
User Involvement
System
lnvolvement and Attitude Toward the System.

(e.g.,
h
皂，

TRA Constructs. According to Fishbein and Ajzen
1977,, 1980; Fishbein
(1975; see also Ajzen and Fishbein 1977
1980)
behavior will always specify
specify the
1980),, a measure of behavior
action and target being assessed.
assessed. In
ln the present study,
study ,
自 "use" and the target is
咕 "the
" the new system."
the action is
concerning the
(intention , attitude conceming
Predictive variables (intention,
behavi凹， subjective
subjective norm conceming
concerning the behavior)
behavior,
should then be phrased
phrased so as to correspond
correspond to the be-

‘*TTo0 bebe consistent
h past
rch conceming
consistent wit
with
past th間可
theory and
and r曲曲
research
conceming the
the inLO-

volvement construct (reviewed
(re叫ewed by
by Barki
8arki and
and Hartwick
Hartwick 1989),
1989) , items
Ilems
from
(rom the two involvement
involven、目前 factors
factors were averaged to
10 create aa single,
圳、自10 ，
9-item involvement
mvolvement scale. Supporting
Supportìng this
this unidimensional
unidlmensional represenrepre甜 n
tation,
observed.
tation. a high internal
intemal consistency
consistency reliability
間Ii abihty is
惱。b甜rvcd
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Participation atld
and System
System Use
Use
User

in terms
terms of both
both action
action and
and targe
target.
Recommended
havior in
t. Recommended
operationalizations are
are pr田ented
presented in
in Ajzen
Ajzen and
and Fishbein
operation祉izations
(1980),
(1 980)
Use (behavior) was
was assessed with
with the
the postSystem Use
questionnaire,
to users
users three
implementation qu自
tionn剖間， presented to
to six
six months following
following system implementation (to enento
well-established
pattem).. Spec的cally，
Specifically,
sure aa weIJ-estab
1ished usage pattem)
currently
users were asked (i) ""Are
Are you cu口
entlyaa heavy or light
system?",, and (ü)
(ii) ""How
user of the new system?"
How often do you
use the new system?"
system?" Answers were given on 7-point
7-point
end-points of ""heavy/light"
"infrescales with end-poin包
heavy j 1ight" and "infrequently/frequently,"
respectively. The
The use
use of
of two
two op
opquently
j frequently ," respectively.
era tionaliza tions was
was exp配ted
expected to
to improve
improve the
the reliability
reliability
erationalizations
and valiclity
validity of
of the
the r由pondents'
respondents' answers.
answers. ln
In the
the analysis
analysis
and
of
TRA,
each
item
was
treated
as
a
manifest
variable
of TRA , each item was treated as a manifest variable
(as separate
separate measures
measures of
of the
the latent
latent construct
construct., SysSys(as
tem Use).
tem
Use) .
Operationalizations of other TRA constructs
cons廿ucts were
phrased to coπ臼pond
correspond to the two behavior items. Each
construct
twice,, once with the predevelcons甘uct was assessed twice
predevel
opment questionnaire (concerning the new system to
be developed)
developed),, and a se∞nd
second time with the postimplementation questionnaire (conceming the new system
that has been developed)
developed).. Intention
lnten世on Conceming
Conce削ng System
Use was assessed with two items: (i) “"Do
Do you intend
to be a heavy or light
user
of
the
new
system?",, and
1ight
system?"
(ii) "I
" 1 intend to use the new system . . .". Answers
An swers
were given on 7-point
7-point scales with end-points of
of
"heavy/light"
" heavy j light" and "infrequently/frequently,"
"infrequently j frequently ," respectively. Attitude Conceming System Use was also
assessed with two items: (i) "My being a heavy user of
of
the new system . . .",
九 and (ii)
(ü) "My
" My frequently
frequently using
the new system
system.. . .",
," . Answers to each were given on
four affective
7-point
affective 7-point semantic-differential
semantic-differential scales
scale活 (e.g.,
(e.包，
bad/good).
bad j good). The four affective
affective scales were averaged to
create a score for each item. Subjective
Subjective Norm Conceming System
System Use was assessed with six questions.
questions. Specifically,
respondents
were
asked
whether:
(i) "My
cifically,
" My [(a)
[(的
superiors,
supeno時， (b)
(b) peers,
P田rs， (c) subordinates]
suborclinates] think
think that
that I1
should
/should not
shouldjshouJd
not be a heavy
heavy user
user of
of the new system",
system" ,
and(ii)
peers, (c)
subordinates]
and (ü) "My
" My [(a)
[( a) superiors,
superio間， (b)
(b)pee間，
(c)suborclinates]
think
should/should not frequently use the new
think that
that I1 shouldjshould
system".
system" . Answers,
Ans wers, given
given on
on 7-point
7-point scales
scaJ es with
with endpoints
points of
of "should"
" should" and
and "should
"should not,"
not ," were
were averaged
averaged
across
across the three
three referents
referents to
to create
create two
two item
item scores. As
As
with
behavior,
the
two
items
obtained
for
each
TRA
with behavior, the
items obtained for each TRA
448
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construct
construct were
were treated
treated as
as manifest
manifest variables
variables in
in the
the analanalysis (as
(as separate measures
measures of the
the latent constructs
constructs of
ysis
Attitude Conceming Use
Use,, Subjective
Subjective Norm Conceming
Concerning
Attitude
Use,, and lntention
Intention to
to Use
Use the
the New
New System)
System).
Use

Results
Equation Modelling
Modelling
Structural Equation
The study data was analyzed using EQS
EQS,, aa structural
structural
program developed by Bentler
equation modelling prograrr、
(1989). EQS
EQS imple凹的
implements aa general mathematical and
(1989).
analysis of linear structural
statistical approach to the analys盟。f
equations,, incorporating both latent and manifest variequations
modelling,, one is able
ables. With structural equation modelling
things: (1) to check the overall goodness of
to do two things:
fit ofofaaproposed
proposedmodel
model,
and(2)
(2)totocompare
comparethe
therelative
relative
fit
, and
goodness of fit
models,, thereby assessing
g∞dn臼s
自t of competing models
for,, and strength oof,í, clifferent
different model paths.
the need for
Overa Jl Goodness of Fit. Currently
自 no
Overall
Currently,, there is
generally accepted measure of overall model goodness
leading researchers to recommend the use of mulof fit,
恥， leacling
tiple fit
1990,, Wheaton 1987). In
6t criteria (Breckler 1990
ln the
presentt study
study,,five
indices are employed
employed.
pr田間
6ve goodness of fit
自 t inclices
自間t is a chi-square statistic
The first
statistic,, which tests the proaltemative where all
a lJ
posed model against the general alternative
coπelated. With this
th扭 index,
index， significant
significant valval
variables are correlated.
ìndicate poor model fit,
飢， whereas nonsignificant
nonsigni自cant valval ues indicate
inclicate good fit.
fi t. The chi-square statistic,
statistic, while the
ues indicate
most popular index,
index , is not without its problems (Bentler
and Bonnett 1980
1980,, Wheaton
Wh eaton 1987). In large samples,
sa mpl凹，
the chi-square statistic
significant,
s旭tistic will
wiJ l almost always
aJways be sign
iR cant ,
since chi-square is a direct function
function of
of sample size. On
the other
other hand,
hand , in small samples,
sampl白， the statistic may not
distributed , leading
leacling to inaccurate probabe chi-square distributed,
values
bility values.
second index,
index , chi-square/degrees
chi-square j degrees of
of freedom
The second
freedom,,
provid自 an indication
inclication of
of the fit
fit of
of the model per degree
provides
of freedom
freedom used.
used. For this statistic,
statis缸， smaller
smaller values
vaJ ues indicate
inclicate
of
better fit.
fit . Two thresholds for reasonable
reasonable fit
fit have been
better
proposed in the literature: 5 or less (Wheaton,
(Wh eaton , Muthen,
Muthen ,
proposed
Alwin , and Summers
Summers 1977),
1977) , and
and 3 or less (Carmines
Alwin,
and Maclver
Maclver 1981).
1981)
and
third index,
index , the Non-Normed
Non-Norrned Fit Index
Index (NNFI),
(NNFI) ,
The third
proposed by Bentler
Be ntler and
and Bonnett
Bonnett (1980),
( 1980 ), is
is aa transforproposed
mation of
of chi-square.
chi-square. By
By taking degrees of freedom into
mation
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account
fit relatively well at all
aU sample
account,, this index reflectsfit
sizes. With this index,
index , values typically range from 00 to
to
11,, with larger va
lues indicating betterfit.
自t. Values greater
values
than 0.9
0.9 are considered to
to reflect reasonable model fìt
fit.
index,, the
the Comparative Fit
Fit lndex
Index (CFI)
(CFI),,
The fourth index
by Bentler (1990)
(1990),, has also been found to
fit
proposed by
to 自t
all sample sizes and is thought to
to provide aa more
more
well at aU
NNFI.
to
stable estimate than NNF
I. CFI values range from 0 to
11,, with larger values indicating betterfit.
自t. Again,
Again , values
0.9 are
are ∞nsidered
considered to
greater than 0.9
to reflect reasonable

fit.
model 自t
index,, the
the Average Absolute 5tandardized
Standardized
The fifth
fifth index
(AASR),, provides an
an indication of the
the proproResidual (AA5R)
the variance not
not explained by
the model
model.
portion of the
by the
Consequently,, small values indicate better 自fit.
Consequently
t
Fit.
goodness
Relative Goodness of Fi
t. Unlike overall goo由、ess
is an
an accepted index
index,, the chi-square differdifferof fit,
自 t， there is
and Bonnett 1980
1980),
for comparing
ence test (Bentler and
), for
the fit
自 t of hierarchical or nested models.
models. This index tests
significance, as a group
group,, of the parameters
parameters
the statistical signi自can間，
differentiate competing models.
models, A statistica
statistically
that differentiate
lly sigdifference in
nificant difference
in chi-square indicates that the genparameters) has
eral model (the model with additional paramete凹)
significantly better fit.
In addition
addition,, the
the statistical siga slgn的cantly
自t. ln
n的cance
nificance of specific model parameters can
can be
be individ
individually tested with aa t-test
/-test.
Table 1

General Statistics for
for Antecedents
Antecedents and
and Consequences
Consequences
ot Participation
01
Participation
Hypothes
lZ ed Model
Hypothesrzed
(Model 1)
1)

Chi.square
Chi-square
Degrees 01
ol Freedom
Oegrees
Chl-sQuare/df
Chj-square/dt
NNFI
NNFI
CFI
CFI
AASR

""'

" •

10.32
10,32
2
5.16
。0.686
686
。0,970
970

。0,01
01

Explained Variance;
Variance
Post Attitude T
oward the
Toward
the System
Post Involvement

“

Responsibility
Overall Responslbi
ty
User-IS Relal
lO nshlp
Relationship
Hands-on Activlly
Activity

44,5%
44.5%
26,6
26.6
3,6
3.6
2,8
2.8
2,2
22

MANA
GEMENT S
Cl ENCEj VO I. 40
MANAGEMENT
SCIENCE/VOI.
40,, No.
No. 4
4,, ApriI
April 1994
1994

Flnal
Final Model
Model
(Model
1的
(Mode! IA)
22,56
22.56
11
11
2,05
2.05
0.921
0.921

。0,959
959
。0.06
06

42
.7%
42,7%

Testing the Antecedents and Consequences of *
Participation
The model depicted in
in Figure 11 shows possible anteand consequences of user participation. Specedents and
5pecifically, User In
Involvement
口自cally，
volvement and
and Attitude Toward the
the
System (prior to
to 150)
ISD) are
5ystem
are depicted as
as antecedents of
of
participation (Overall Responsibility
Responsibility,, User-IS
user parti口pation
User- 15 Rellationship,
ations峙， and Hands-on Activity).
Activity) . Similarly,
5imiJ arly, User InInvolvement and Attitude Toward the System
(post
ISD)
5ystem
150)
as consequences of user participation. To
are depicted as
To
ideas,, two model tests were conducted
conducted.
examine these ideas
First,, the
the model depicted in Figure 11 (Model 1)
1) was
was
First
Next,, nonsignificant
nonsignificant paths of Model 11 were
assessed. Next
to create aa final
tested.
deleted to
自nal model,
model , which was then tested
for Model 11 are presented in
Goodness of fit
fìt indices for
the first
1. The chi-square index was
自rst column of Table 1.
was
to be
be signi自cant
significant (chi-square = 10.32
10.32,, df = 2,
p
found to
2, P
0,01).. The remainin皂白
remainingfitt indices also suggested a poor
< 0.01)
fitt for
forthe
themodel
model(chi-square
(chi-square/df
5.16; NNFl
NNFI ==.686;
.686;
自
j df ==5.16;
.970;^ AASR
19 paths hypotheCFI == .970;'
AA5R -= .01).
.01) . Of the
the 19
sized, nine were found to be nonsignificant
SIZ疋d，
nonsigni自 can t (all six paths
pa ths
pre-ISD User Involvement
from pre-150
ln volvement and
and Attitude Toward
the 5ystem
System to
to Overall Responsibility,
Responsibili旬 ， User-iS
User-15 Relationship,, and Hands-on Activity;
ship
Acti明旬; the two paths from HandsHanðspost-ISD User Involvement
on Activity to post-150
Involvement and Attitude
System; the path from User-IS
Toward the 5ystem;
User-15 Relations to
to
post-ISD User lnvolvement;
Involvement; all
1.65,
post-150
all t's < 1.
65 , ns).
ns)
nonsignificant
The nine nonsignifi臼
nt paths were eliminated from
Model
to create aa second model (Model lA)
lA).. GoodModell1 to
ness of fit
the
fit indices for
for this model are
are presented in
in the
second column of Table 1; values of model parameters
are shown in
in Figure 4. The chi-square index was found
significant (ch
(chi-square
22.56,
df == 11
11,, Pp<<0.05)
0.05)..
to be significant
i-square = 22
.56 , df
The remaining four fit
fit indices all suggested goodfit
fit for
(chi-square/df
the second model (chi-square
j df =
= 2.05; NNFI
NNFl =
= 0.921;
0.921 ;
AASR =
0.06).. Further,
CFI == 0.959; AA5R
= 0.06)
Further, a chi-square difwas
ference test conducted between Models 11 and
and 1lA
A was
nonsignificant
(chi-square
difference
=
12.24,
df
=
nonsignificant
difference = 12.24 ,
= 9,
9,
ns),, indicating the
did not
not
ns)
the deletion of the
the nine paths did
Moreover,, as can be seen in Fig山e
Figure 44,,
reduce model fit.
fi t. Moreover
(p < 0.05)
0.05).。
all remaining model paths are
are significant
significant (p

23.6
23.6
0,0
。。
0,0
。。
0,0
。。

Model 11 includ由
possible paths
includes 19
19 out
out of
of 21
21 possible
paths between
between the
the constructs
constructs
being investigated.
investigated. Two of
o( the
the indices,
indices. CFI
CFI and
and AASR,
AASR. fail
fail to
to adeadeoverestimate
quately take this fact into account
account and,
and , as
as aa result,
result , over田
tìmate goodg.∞d 
ness of 恥
fit.
.
5^ Model
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Thus,, the extent to which users participate in 1ISD
Thus
50 does
influenced by initial
levels of
of involveinvolveinitiallevels
not appear to be influenced
ment
or
attitude.
On
the
other
hand,
participation
ment or attitude. On the other hand , participation (spe(specifically,, Overall
Overall Responsibility
and User-IS
RelationResponsibility and
User-15 Relationcifically
ship)
was found
influence involvement
attitude.
ship) was
found to
to influence
involvement and
and attitude
Users who
participate more
develop higher
levels
who parti口pate
more in
in 1ISD
50 develop
higher levels
Users
of
positive attitudes
attitudes toward
the
of involvement
involvement and
and more
more positive
toward the
system.
system.
Tabte
Table 22

Long-Term Performance
Performance of TRA. Table 2 presents
of fit
goodness of
fit indices for
for the long-term performance
of Model 2. Th
Thee chi-square index was found to be significant
- 54
54.98,
16,, p
m自
cant (Chi-square ~
.98 , df = 16
P < 0.001).
0.001) . The
fit indices suggested
su銘ested an adequatefit
fit for
for
remaining four fit
the model (Ch叫quare
(Chi-square/df
3.44;
NNFI
=
0.899;
CFI
/ df =
~
- 0.943; AASR = 0.03). As shown in
in Figure 5A
5A,, all
=
all
(p
hypothesized paths were found to
to be
be significant
significant (p
< 0.05). Thus
Thus,, pre-ISD
pre-150 attitudes and subjective norms
predict pre-ISD
pre-150 intentions prepre-15D intentions,
intentions, and pre-ISD
dict post-ISD
post-I50 system use.
use

General
Ajzen
General Statistics
Stalistics lor
lor Fistibein
Fishbein and 叫
zen Model
Model

,
Chi-square/df
Ch,'sQuare/dl
Chi-square
Ch .square

Degrees
Degrees ol
of Freedom
Freedom

Predevelopment
Predevelopment Attitude
Attltude and
and Norm
Norm

Postlmplementatlon Attitude
Atlitude and
and
Postimplementalion

to
10 Postimplementation
Posllmplementatlon Use
Use

Norm to
10 Pcstimplementation
Postlmplement訓 IOn Use
Use
Norm

Hypothesized
HvpolheSlzed

Model
Model Including
Includlng

Hypotheslzed
Hypothesized

Model
Model

All
AII Paths
Paths

Model
Model

AII Paths
Palhs
All

(Model
2J
(ModeI2)

(Model
2A)
(ModeI2A)

(ModeI2)
(Model
2)

( Mod e l 2A)
2的
(Model

54.98
54 98

5日 38
50.38

16

14

3.44
344

3.60
3.60

NNFI
NNFI

0.899
0899

CFI
CFI

0.943
。 943

0.946
。 946

AASR
AASR

0,03
003

0.02
。 02

Explained
Expla lOed Variance:
Vanance:
System
Syslem Use
Use
Intention
Intent lO nlo
10 Use
Use
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Testing TRA
TRA
Testing
Fishbem
Fishbein and
and Ajzen's TRA
TRA,, depicted in
in Figure 22,, was
was
as follows. Fi凹
First,
the basic model (Model 2),
t， the
2) ,
tested as
the influence
infiuence of attitude and subl凹的
subjective
norm
looking at the
venon啊
on intention
intention,, and
and the influence of intention on behavior
behavior,,
。n
was assessed.
assessed. As
As aa further test of
of TRA
TRA,, aa second model
was
(Model 2A)
2A),, 1∞king
looking at
at the
the possibility of
of direct links
(Model
from attitude and subjective norm to behavior was also
examined. According to TRA
TRA,, no such links should be
be
examined.
found. For each model (Models 2 and 2A)
2A),, both longterm performance (predicting postimplementation use
use
attitude,, subjective norm
norm,, and
and
from predevelopment attitude
and short-term performance (pred.cting
(predicting
intention) and
contemporaneous use
with
postimplementation
attiuse
tude,, subjective
subjective norm,
and intention)
intention) were examined
examined..
tude
norm , and

‘

35.2%
35.2'
70.4
704

"•

0.893
。
893

1

‘

41.2%

412'

71.9
71. 9

38.37
38.37
16
240
0.953
• iMK3''
0.973
0.373
0 日2
0.02

‘

73.8%
73.8'

808
80.8

Model Including
Includmg
Model

;

351 日
35.10

14
14
251
2.51
0.950
。 950

0975
0.975
0.02
0.02

‘

79.7%

797'

708
70.8
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examine the
the possibility of
of direct
direct links
links from
from Attitude
Attitude
To exarnine
Concerning System Use and Subjective Norm Conceming System Use to System Use
Use,, a second model
cerning
{Model 2A) was tested
tested.. Goodness of fit
(Model
自 t indices for this
2, The chi-square index
model are presented in Table 2.
was found to be signi自cant
significant (chi-square =
- 50
50.38,
14,,
.3 8, df = 14
p << 0.001). Th
Thee remaining fOUI
four fit
自 t indices suggested an
fitt for the mode!
(chi-square/df
adequate 自
model (chi-square
/ df == 3.60; NNFI
- 0.893;
0.893; CFl
CFI = 0.946; AASR =
- 0.02).
0.02), A ch
chi-square
=
卜square
difference
test
conducted
between
Models
2
and 2A
difference
nonsignificant (chi-square clifference
difference == 4.60
4.60,, df
df == 22,,
was nonslgnl自cant
ns),
suggesting the new paths of Model 2A clid
did not
ns
), sugg臼仙19
improve model 自t.
fit. While the path from Subjective Norm
Conceming
System
Use to System Use was nonsignifConcerning
icant
(f = 0.78
0,78,, ns
ns),
the path
path from
Attitude Concerning
Concerning
icant (t
), the
from Attitude
significant
System Use to System Use was found to be signi自cant
(t
=
2.11,
p
<
0.05),
but
negative.
Conceptually,
there
(1 = 2.11 , P < 0.05) , but negative. ConceptuaJJy, there
would
appear
to
be
no
reason
why
a
user
with
a
positive
wouJd appear to be no reason why a user with a positive
attitude would
would be
less likely
likely toto use
useaa5ystem.
system. Therefo間，
Therefore,
attitude
be less
we be
believe
that the
the negative
path resu
results
Attitude
we
Ji eve that
negative path
Jt s from
from Attitude
Conceming
System
Use
operating
as
a
suppressor
variConcerning System Use operating a5 a 5uppressor variable
in
the
analysis.
Thus,
the
longitudinal
data
of
this
able in the analysis. Thus , the longitudinal data of th盟
study eS5entiaJJy
essentially 5upport
support TRA.
study
TRA
Short-Term Performance
Performance of TRA. Table 2 also
indices for the short-term perpresents goodness of fit inclices
formance of Model 2.
2. The chi-square index was found
(chi-square = 38.37
38.37,, df = 16
16,, pP
to be significant (chi-squaIe
0.001).
indices suggested a
< 0.00
1). The remaining four fit
晶 t inclices
(chi-square/df
good fit for the model (chi-square
I df = 22.40;
.4 0; NNFI
= 0.953;
F1 =
0.953; C
CFI
- 0.973;
0.973; AASR = 0.02). As
As shown in Figure 5B.
5B, aJJ
all paths but one {from
(from Subjective Norm Concerning
Use
to
Intention)
were significant. Thus.
ceming
Thus, post150
intentions , and post-ISD
ISD attitudes preclict
predict post-ISD intentions,
use
intentions preclict
predict system use.
Again.
nks from
Again, to examine the possibility of direct Jilinks
Attitude Concerning System Use and Subjective Norm
Ctmceming System Use to System Use,
Concerning
Use, a second model
{Model 2A) was tested. Goodness of fit indices
ir\dices for this
(Model
2. The chi-square
chi square index
model are presented in Table 2.
significant
- 35.10
35.10,, df = 14,
was found to be signi自
cant (chi-square =
14,
p<
< 0.001).
0.00 1) . The remaining
remaining four
four fit
自 t indices
inclices suggested
suggested aa
NNFI
good fit
fit for the model {Chi-square/df
(Chi-square/df == 22.51;
.5 1; NNFl
- 0.975;
0.975; AASR = 0.02). However
However,, once
= 0.950; CFI =
again,, a chi-square clifference
difference test conducted between
again
difModels 2 and 2A was nonsignificant
nonsigni且cant {chi-square
(chi-square dif-
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ference =
= 3.27
3.27,, df =
= 2,
2, ns),
ns) , indicating the new paths
of Model 2A did not improve model fit.
fi t. Further,
Further, tests
Conceming
of the two individual paths from Attitude Concerning
System Use and Subjective Norm Concerning System
Use to System Use were both nonsignificant
non5ignilìcant (both t's
t' s
<
0.90,
ns).
Thus,
TRA
is
also
supported
cross-section< 0.90 , ns). Thus , TRA is
ally.
aJJy
Looking at the two models depicted in Figures 5A
5B,, two observations are worth noting. First,
and 58
First , inteninten
tions appear to be determined differently
differently before and
ISD. Prior to 150
ISD,, the prime determinant
after 150.
deterrninant of intenISD,, the prime detion is subjective norm. Following
FoJJowing 150
terminant
of
intention
is
attitude.
Second,
te口ninant
Second , both pre-ISD
and post-ISD intentions are found to strongly predict
However,, consistent with Fishbein and
system use. However
1985,, Ajzen and FishAjzen's theorizing {1975,
(1975 , Ajzen 1985
bein 1980
1980,, Fi
Fishbein
1980),
a
stronger
shbein 1980) , 5tronger relationship
relation5hip is
i5
found between post-ISD intentions
intention5 and behavior,
behavior, than
between pre-ISD intentions and behavior.
behavior
Integrated Model
Testing the lntegrated
test the integrated model depicted in Figure 3,
To te5t
3, four
separate model tests were conducted. First,
5eparate
First , the hypothesized theoretical model (Model 3) was assessed. Next,
Nex t.
two further mode
Js (Models 3A and 3B)
36) were tested to
models
explore the need for including additional model paramFinally,
eters. Fi
naJJy , based on the results of thefirst
lìrst three tests,
tests,
best-fitting model (Model 3C) was proposed and
a best-lìtting
tested.
tested
Goodness of fit
自 t indices
inclices for the hypothesized model
(Model
自rst column of Table 3.
3
{Model 3) are presented in the first
The chi-square index was found to be significant
sign的 cant (chi52,, pP < 0,001),
square == 93,08,
93.08 , df
df -= 52
0.001). The remaining
fOUI fit
自 t inclices
晶t for the proposed model
four
indices suggested good fit
(chi-square / df = 1.80; NNH
NNFI = 0.950; CFI = 0.967;
{chi-square/df
AASR = 0.03)
Of the 18 paths hypothesized,
hypothesized , five
lìve (the
0.03).. Of
two paths from User-IS
Relationship
to
User
InvolveUser-iS
ment and to Attitude Toward the System,
System , the two paths
from Hands-on Activity to User lnvolvement
Involvement and to
Attitude Toward the System,
System , and the path from Attitude
A削仙 de
Toward the System to Subjective
Subjective Norm Concerning
Use),, were found to be nonsignificant
1.12,
Use)
nonsignificant {all
(all t's
t' s <
< 1.
12 ,
ns)
hypothes自ed model
model would seem to rens).. Thus
Thus,, the hypothesized
q
山re some modification
quire
modification.
Two further
aIso tested to explore the
further models were also
possib山ty
possibility of adclitionaJ
additional influences. In the first of these
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II

Specitic Participation Models
General Statistics for
tor Specilic

Hypothesized
Hypotheslzed
Model
(ModeI3)
(Model 3)

。0,925
925
。0,962
962

0
日3
0,03

0,02
0.02

。0,02
02

75,6%
75
. 6 1也

75 . 3 1也
75,3%

75,3
75.3
39,9
39.9
9,9
9.9
10,9
10.9
7,3
7.3

73,2
73.2

1.80
1,80

Ch
卜 square / df
Chi-square/df

NNF!
NNFI
CFI
CFI
AASR

。0,950
950
。0,967
967

52
52

Degrees of Freedom
" ,

Explamed
Explained Vanance
Variance m:
in:
, System Use
intention
Inleo
tIQ n To Use
Attttude
Use
Attitude Concernmg
Concerning Use
Subjective Norm Concernmg
Concerning Use
Sub]ectlve
Attltude
Attitude Toward the System
Involvement
User JnvoJvemenl

.
'

75.6%
75,6%
75.1
37
.4
37.4
9.0

9日

10.9
7.3

models (ModeI3A).
{Model 3A), 12 additional paths were added to
Model 3-direct
3—direct paths from each of the three participarti 口
{Overall Responsibility, User-IS
pation dimensions (Overall
User-lS ReRe
lationship,, and Hands-on Activity) to the four TRA
lationsltip
(Attitude
Concerning System Use,
Subjective
constructs 攸關
tude Conceming
Use , Subjec位
ve
Norm Concerning
Concerning System
System Use,
Intention to
to Use
Norm
Use , Intention
Use the
the
System,, and
and System
System Use).
Use). The
The signiEcance
significance of
of any
any of
System
of
these
parameters
would
suggest
a
more
direct
link
bethese parameters would suggest a more direct link between parti口
participation
and usage
behavior than
than the
ones
tween
pation and
usage behavior
the ones
hypothesized.
The
chi-square
difference
between
Modhypothesized. The chi-square difference between Models 33 and
and 3A
3A was
nonsignificant
(chi-square difference
difference
els
was nonsigni自
cant (chi-square
-= 5.75
5.75,, df
df == 12
12,, ns).
ns). Thus
Thus,, the
the 12
12 paths
paths,, taken
taken together
together,,
do
not
add
to
the
explanatory
power
of
Model
3,
do not add to the explanatory power of Model 3. MoreMore
over,, in
in the
the analysis
analysis of
of Model
Model 3A
3A,, none
none of
of the
the additional
additional
over
paths, analyzed individually, was found to be significant
paths, analyzed individually, was found to be signi 自 cant
(all t's < 0.93, ns). These findings indicate that the in(all t's < 0.93, ns). These 自 ndings indicate that the influence of user participation on intentions and behavior
f1 uence of user parti口pation on intentions and behavior
is completely mediated by the terms of TRA.
凹 completely mediated by the terms of TRA
A second exploratory model was also tested. This
A
model (Model 3B) included the 12 additional paths of
Model 3A
3A,, and six more paths-the
paths—the four direct paths
from Attitude
Attitude Toward
Toward the System
System and
and from
from User
User InInfrom
volvement,
to lntention
Intention to
to Use
Use the
the System
System and
and to
to System
System
volvement, to
Use, and
and the
the two
two direct
direct paths
paths from
from Attitude
Attitude Concerning
Concerning
Use,
System
Use
and
from
Subjective
Norm
Concerning
System Use and from Subjective Norm Conceming
System Use,
System Use.
Use. The
The signi自cance
significance of
of any
any of
System
Use , to
to System
of
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Including
Model Includ'"9
All
Possible
AII Pos
Sl ble
Paths
P.lhS
(Model
3B)
(ModeI3B)

76.25
76,25
34
2.24
0-921
0.921
0,966
0.966

93.08
93.08

Chl也
Quare
Ctii-square

Model including
Mod.llnclud'"9
AII
Clpatlon
All Pa巾
Participation
Paths
P.ths
(Model 3A)
(ModeI3A)
87,33
87.33
40
40
2.18

F,".I Model
Model
Final
(Model 3C)
(ModeI3C)
95 . 3日
95.39

57
57
1.7
1.700
0.957
。
957
0.969
。
969
.

。0.04
04

.

75.2%
75.2%
:.

,

74.6
74,6

41,8
41 8

35.0
35,0

9,8
9.8

8.0
8,0
10.7
10.7
6,7
6.7

10,9
10.9
7,3
7.3

these parameters would suggest direct links not theorized or empirically supported in past uses of TRA. The
differences between Model 3B and the two
chi-square differences
previous models (Models 3 and 3A) were both nonsig(chi-square differences
nificant (clti-square
differences ^
= 16.83 and 111.08,
1. 08, dfs
^ 18
18 and 66,, both ns). Thus
Thus,, the additional paths,
=
paths , taken
together,, do not seem to add to the explanatory power
together
of either Model 33 or
>S
or Model
Model 3A.
3A. Moreover
Moreover,, in
in the
the analys
analysis
3B, none of the additional paths, analyzed
of Model 3B,
individually, were found to be significant
significant (all f's
t's < 1.52,
ns). Again,
Again , the Theory of Reasoned Action fares quite
well.
well
Based upon the above results, a best-fitting
best-自 tting model
(Model 3C) was constructed and tested. This model
included all the paths of the hypothesized model (Model
3), except for the nonsignificant
nonsignificant links (from
(f rom User-IS
User-lS
Relationship to User In
volvement; from User-IS
User- lS RelaInvolvement;
tionship to Attitude Toward the System; from Handson Activity to User Involvement;
lnvolvement; from Hands-on Activity to Attitude Toward the System; from Attitude
Toward the System to Subjective Norm Concerning
System Use).
Use) . Goodness of fit
自 t indices for this model are
presented in the last column of Table 3; values of model
parameters are shown in Figure 6,
6. The chi-square
clti -squ盯e index
significant
95.39,, df
df == 57
57,,
was found to be signi
自cant (chi-square = 95.39
p<
< 0.001).
0.001). The
The remaining
remaining four fit
all suggested
suggested
而 t indices all
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Figure 6&
Flgure

,

Structural 剝削
Equation
Analysis—Participalion
and sy
system
Use (Model
(Model 3C
3C)I
Struclural
lon Analysis-Parti
lpallon .nd
Slem Use

_\

'p << 0.05
0.05.
'p
..ρ<

0.01

' " o << 0.001
0.001,
'''p

.

.
Fl«|tMnl

Fi«qu«nt

P Oftt - I n pMfT on tslan

UHr InwtiwntfTi
-

^

XT

U H

U M

AcMlqr

final model (chi-square
(chi-square/df
an excellent fit
自 t for
for the
the final
/ df
= 1.
1.70;
NNFI = 0.957; CFl
CFI = 0.969; AASR = 0.04)
0.04).
70; NNFl
Moreover,
as can be
Moreover, as
be seen in
in Figure 66,, all
all model paths
are significant
significant at p < 0.0
0.01.
1. Thus,
Thus , the model of Figure 66
appears
.ppears to represent quite well the constructs being investigated. Further
Further,, it is also quite clear
c1 ear that it is Overall
Responsibility,
Responsibility, not
not User-IS Relationship or Hands-on
Activity,
Activi旬， that has the bigger influence on both User Inln.
volvement
volvement and Attitude Toward the System.
System
Looking at Mandatory and Voluntary Usage
In
Jn organizations,
organizations , different
different IS
15 usage pattems
patterns can be obobserved. While
Whi le usage of a system is mandatory
mandatory in some
organizations and for some systems,
systems , elsewhere it is volvoluntary.
unta旬. Past
Past IS
JS research
甜甜 arch has largely focused
focused on the study
study
of
1981,
of voluntary
voluntary usage (cf,
(cf. Baroudi,
Baroudi, etal.
et a l. 1986, Lucas 1981.
Melone 1990),
Because
mandatory
use
is
required,
is
1990).
mandatory
閏 req山red， it 自
frequently
frequently assumed
assumed that
that there is little variance in usage,
usage ,
making
making it
it difficult
diffi凹 It to predict
predict empirically. Further,
Further, even
even
ifif predictable,
predictable , the
the mandatory
mandatory nature
nature of usage makes itit
meaningless
the
meaningless as an
an indicant
indicant of system
system success. On
On the
other
other hand,
hand , voluntary
voluntary use,
use , reflecting
reflecting the
the individual's
own
own perceptions
perceptions and
and feelings
feelings conceming
concerning the
the system,
system ,
454
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be used as
will vary accordingly and may be
as an
an indicant
of system success.
believe , in
in contrast to
to the
the above opinions.
We believe,
opinions, that
is variable,
variable , and
and thus preprcmandatory usage behavior is
use is
is mandatory,
mandatory , a
a superior or some
dictable. When use
other individual is requiring the user to use the system;
however, the extent of this use may vary,
vary. ln
Jn this
th臨 study,
study.
however,
attitude, subjective
subjective norm, intention,
intention. and behavior were
attitude,
r'目pect to level or extent of use.
use. Thus,
Thus ,
each assessed with respect
use , the TRA model components
even for mandatory use,
differenl levels
can still vary and be used to predict the different
of use.^
use戶
of
TRA aims to
10 describe the determinants
detem、1O an15 of volitional behavior;
beha叫肘; that
*6 TRA
惱. behavior
beha 叫。r under
under one's control.
control Voluntary
Votuntary use
use is under
under one's control
is,
and likely
Ii kely to
10 be
be based
based on
00 attitudinal
aUitudinal considerations. Mandatory
Mandato可 use
U妞
and
15 also
刮目 under
under one's
0冊，~s control
control but
but is
的 likely
hkely to
10 be
be based
ba自d on normative
is
considerations.
is choosing
of
considerations. Here,
Here. one
Qn l?的
choosing to
抽 go
go along
along with
with the
the wishes
wish 峙。f
others.
。 the間 Mandatory
Mandato可 users can
can also
al且 choose
ch ∞甜 the
the extent
extent to
10 which
whkh they
they will
will
use
some
use the
the system. For
For example,
e叫 mp悟，甜
me users
users will
\\IiIl defy
de句 their
Iheir superiors
superio間 and
and
not
use the
notu時
the system
system at
at all.
all. Others
Others will
wi l1 use
use the
the system
5戶 tem selectively,
selectlvely. using
using
itit when
when they
they personally
pe峙。 na lJ y feel
(eel itit is
is effective
effective or
or when
when they
they think
think they
they
are
are being
being monitored.
monitored. And,
And ,of
o( course,
course, there
there will
wûJ be
be many
many who
who will
will use
use
the
alll1 the
the system
systema
the time.
time. The
The attitudinal
atbludmal and
and normative
normahve components
components
of
of TRA
TRA may
may be
be employed
employed to
10 study
study such
such possibilities.
po唱出 liti間 -•
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belie f. we split the
the respondents
respondents into two
Given this belief,
groups
groups based
based on their answers
answers to the following
following question,
question ,
"Are
“ Are you required
required to use the new system
system (i.e.,
(i.e. , is it manman datory
datory that
that you use the new system)?" Users who reresponded
c1 assified as mandatory
mandatory users (n
(11
sponded "Yes"
" Yes" were classified
= 62); users responding
responding "No" or "Somewhat" were
classified
c1 assified as voluntary {n
(11 - 58); seven
seven respondents
failed
to
answer
this
question
and
were therefore
answer
question
therefore not
failed
classified.
c1 assi自ed . Because of
of the relatively
relatively small size of
of each
subsample,
of all possible models
subsample , a complete testing of
was not performed,
3C)
performed. Instead,
lnstead , our best model (Model 3C)
was used to analyze each subsample. This analysis allows a description of
mandatory usage
of voluntary
voluntary and mandatory
behavior
behavior to be obtained
obtained for each group.
group
of fit
自 t indices for mandatory
mandatory users were as
Goodness of
=
125.02
,
= 57,
57, pP < 0.001; chifollows:
chi-square
follows: chi-square - 125.02, df =
= 2,20;
2.20; NNFI -= 0.840; CFI =
square j df =
square/df
- 0.883; AASR
=
hypothes日ed， four paths were
= 0.09)
0.09).. Of
Of the 13 paths hypothesized,
nonsigni自 cant (from
(from Overall
OveraU Responsibility
found to be nonsignificant
found
lnvolvement; from Overall Responsibility to
to User Involvement;
Attitude Toward the System; from User Involvement
to Attitude Concerning System Use; from User InvolveSubjective Norm; all
aU t's
f's < 1.
50, ns).
ns)
ment to Subjective
1.50,
foUows: chi-square
ln d.i ces for voluntary users were as follows:
Indices
97.40,
df =
=57,p<
chi-square/df
- 1.
1,71;
NNFI
= 97
.4 0, df
57, P < .001; chi-squarej
df =
71; NNFl
= 0.908;
0.908; CFl
CFI =
- 0.933;
0.933; AASR
AASR =
= 0.06).
0.06). Of the 13
13 paths
paths
nonsignifìcant, the path
hypothesized , only one was nonsignificant
hypothesized,
from Subjective
Subjective Norm Concerning Use to Intention to
Use the System (p <
< 0.10)
0.10).
The mandatory and voluntary user models are shown
in Figure 7.
7, Three key differences
differences can be observed between mandatory and voluntary users. First
First,, while user
intentions predict system use for both groups
groups,, the importance of subjective norms in determining such intentions varies. As might be expected
expected., Subjective Norm
signifìcantly
lntention in the case of mandatory
significantly relates to Intention
{t == 3.92
3.92,, P
p<
< 0.001)
0.001),, whereas it has only a marusers (t
ginal relationship with Intention for voluntary users {t
(f
=^ 1.
81 , P
1,81,
p<
< 0.10).
0.10), Thus
Thus,, mandatory users would seem
seem
to be giving greater weight to the opinions of others
others,,
using the system frequently when others think that frequent use .s
kely
is approp討ate.
appropriate. Voluntary users are less Iilikely
to pay attention to the opinions of others
others,, focusing instead on their own attitudes. This result validates our
split of the sample into the two groups
groups.
A second key difference
difference between the two groups is
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in the
the relative
relative importance
importance of
of user
user participation
participation and
and ininvolvement.
parti口pati o n and involvement
involvement are irirvolvemen t. User participation
relevant
four model
model paths
relevant for mandatory
mandatory users,
users , with all four
nonsignificant
nons.gn. 自 cant (from
(from Overall Responsibility
Responsibility to Attitude
Attitude
Toward
1. 36, ns; from
from Overall ResponRespon
Toward the System,
System, tf = 1.36,
sibility to User Involvement,
1. 50, ns; from User
User
lnvolvement , (f = 1.50,
Involvement
Involvement to Attitude Concerning
Concerning System
System Use,
Use , t1
=
0.62,, ns; from User lnvolvement
Involvement to Subjective Norm
= 0.62
Conceming
0.14 , ns). On the other
other
Concerning System
System Use,
Use, t1 = 0.14,
hand,
hand , participation
parti 口 pation and involvement
involvement play key roles in
in
explaining
of voluntary
voluntary users,
users, with
explaining the usage behavior
behavior of
all four
four paths significant
signi自cant (from
(from Overall Responsibility
Responsibility
to Attitude Toward the System,
4.43 , pP < 0.001;
System, 1t -= 4.43,
from
from Overall Responsibility
Responsibility to User Involvement,
lnvolvement , /1
=
3.13,, p
0.01; from User Involvement
= 3.13
P < 0.01;
lnvolvement to Attitude
Conceming
= 2,90,
2.90 , pP <
< 0.01;
0.01; from User
Concerning System Use,
Use , 1t =
Involvement
to
Subjective
Norm
Concerning
System
lnvolvement
Subjective
System
Use,
3.14, pP < 0.01),
0.01). Thus,
Thus , voluntary users who
Use , 1( ^= 3.14,
engage in activities incorporating
incorporating responsibility
responsibility develop
more positive attitudes conceming
concerning the system and perceive it to be more important
relevant.t.
important and personally
personally relevan
Further,
Further , they also develop more positive attitudes and
stronger
stronger norms concerning
concermng system use.
llse
The third d.iff
difference
erence between mandatory
mandatory and voluntary users concems
concerns the relationship between Attitude
Toward the System and Attitude Conceming
Concerning System
Use. In the case of the mandatory
mandatory user group.
group , Attitude
Conceming
determined by Attitude
Concerning System Use is solely detennined
- 6.83,
p<
< 0.001). Users who
(1 =
6.83 , P
Toward the System (/
perceive the system to be good perceive their use of the
system to be good. In
ln the case of the voluntary user
group,, however
however., Attitude Concerning System Use is
group
determined both by User Involvement
{t = 2.90
2.90,, pP
lnvolvement (1
(f == 2.11,
< 0.01) and by Attitude Toward the System (t
2.11 ,
p < 0,05),
0.05) . Such
Such users,
users , therefore,
therefore , take
take into
into account
account the
the
importance,, the pe時
personal
relevance,, and the goodness
goodness
onal relevance
importance
of the system as they form their attitudes concerning
its llse
use.
, , ,--u,. _^

Discussion
Involvement
Participation and In
volvement
Two Distinct Constructs. According to Barki and
(1989),, user participation and user involveHartwick (1989)
distinct,
related,, constructs. User
tinct, but related
ment represent two d.is
participation
behaviors,, activpart】口pa
廿 on refers to the observable behaviors
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Figur. 77
Figure

Participation and
and System
System Use—Mandatory
Use-Mandatory and
and Voiuntary
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Use 時，
Participalion

'p << 0,05,
005
•p
""p
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01,
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ities,
and assignments thal
that users or their repr臼entatìves
representatives
íti凹， and
during [5D.
ISD. Examples include being the
the leader
perform durit、g
project team
team,, approving formal agreements of
of the
Ihe projecl
of
to be done
done,, and
and defining screen layouls.
layouts. [n
In conwork 10
trast
refe 悶 10
trast,, user involvement refers
to aa psychological slate
state.
It reflecls
a
user's
beliefs
that
a
system
is
both
important
reflects
and pe間onally
personally relevant
relevant.
It may
may be
be thought
thought thal
that users
users who
who inüially
initially believe
believe that
that
lt
system 10
to be
be developed
developed 阻is good，
good, important
important,, and
and pera system
456

related 10
to its
sonally relevant will
w il\ engage in activities
aClivilies relaled
development.
However,
no
evidence
for
these
relationdevelopmen t. However,
Initial user attitude
ships were found in the study. [nitial
atlitude and
involvement do not influence the level
leveJ of user participation.. One
One wonders
wonders,, then,
determinants
pation
then , what are the determinan峙
of
participation,
One
distinction
which
could
be useful
useful
。f participation .
vs, mandatory participation. Much
is that of voluntary VS.
the time
time,, we
we suspect
suspect,, users participate because such
of the
participation 且
is mandated by superiors or other members
parti口pation
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User PartÎcipQtioll
Participation Q"d
and System Use
User
of the organization. 5Still,
ti11, there are apt to be occasions
where potential users desire
desire,, and ask
ask,, to participate in
the development of the new system. The antecedents
likely to be differen
different.t. Future reof each possibility are 凶咀Iy
search needs to be directed towards the discovery of
of
such antecedents.
User participation was hypothesized to influence
influence
postimplementation involvement and attitude toward
the system. Users who engage in participative activities
[50
involving responsibility and influence during ISD
should come to view the system as being good
good,, important,, and pe間。nally
personally relevan
relevant.t. Further
Further,, user involvement
tant
and attitude toward the system were expected to influconceming
ence their attitudes and subjective norms concerning
use. Users who believe
believe that the system is good
good,,
system use.
important,
間、
portant， and personally relevant,
re[evant , should also come
to believe
believe both that its use is good and that others expect
Finally,, user involvement
involvement and
them to use the system. Finally
attitude toward the system were hypothesized to merelationship
h.i p between user participation and
diate the relations
attitudes,, subjective norms
norms,, and intentions con
conusers' attitudes
use,, as well as system use. The results of the
cerning use
propositions.
present study were consistent with these propositions
Significant Iilinks
nks were observed from participation to
5ignificant
postimplementation involvement and attitude toward
However,, no additionallinks
additional links between parthe system. However
ticipation and other model variables were found. Together,, these results suggest that any influence of user
gether
participation on system use is mediated by involvement
system.
and attitude toward the system
These findings
自 ndings are consistent with our position that
involvement, as we have de自
defined
it,, is not only a
ned it
user involvemer祉，
different
different construct from user participation
participation,, but also that
parti口pation in explaining
it is more important than user participation
system use. Given 出is
this conclusion
conclusion,, identifying
identifying antecedents of user involvement becomes an important empir
empirical and practical issue.
issue. Possible antecedents of user involvement include pe凹onality
personality characteristics (e.g.
{e.g.,, need
achievement,, locus of control
control,, or dominance)
dominance),, exfor achievement
perience (e.g.
侶，
(e.g.,, education
education,, amount of experience with IS,
IS),, organizational status
or quality of experience with [5)
(e.g.,, organizationa[
organizational function
function,, h.i
hierarchical
level),, orerarc h.i cal level)
(e.g.
culture,, and
and,, of course
course,, user parti口
participation.
pahon
ganizational culture
The present study has shown that user participation
leads to user involvemen
involvement.t. The influence of other variables needs to be investigated in future research
research.
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[t is also interesting to note that the correlation beIt
Sys
tween User Involvement and Attitude Toward the System decreased from predevelopment to postimplemenrom 0.75 to 0.31). A plausible explanation of
of
tation (f
(from
that,, prior to [50
ISD,, users' knowledge about
this result is that
the system to be developed is not Iihkely
kely to be well
such,, they may not be able to distinguish
formed. As such
system.
easily their beliefs and feelings concerning the system
implementation,, when users are able to acFollowing implementation
tually see and use the system
system,, well-differentiated
well-differentiated be
beliefs
!i efs
and feelings wi
willl1 develop. As a result
result,, users will be able
to distinguish more clearly their feelings of whether the
system is good or bad from their beliefs of how important and persona
personally
l1 y relevant it is.
is

Overall Responsibility-A
Responsibility—A Key Oimension
Dimension.
Overa[)
analysis,, Barki and Hartwick (1994) difdifThrough factor analysis
ferentiated three distinct dimensions of user participaUser-[5 Relationsh巾，
tion (Overall Responsibility
Responsibility,, User-IS
Relationship, and
Hands-on Activity).
Activity), The results obtained in this study
indicate that Overall Responsibility is the most important antecedent of user involvement and at甘tude
attitude toward
the system. These results are similar to those frequently
frequently
noted in the field
自eld of organizational behavior. There
There,, in
discussions of participation
participation,, the concept of 勻nearung
"meaningparti口 pation is emphas日ed，
ful" participation
emphasized, and differentiated from
from
"simple" participation.
parti口 pation . Meaningful
Meaningful participation is said
autonomy,, contro
control,l, making importo involve personal autonomy
decisions,
(cf. Bass
SIO肘， and performing significant tasks (cf.
tant de口
1965,, Coch and French 1948
1948,, Patchen 1970). The other
1965
two factors of user parti口
participation,
pation， while correlated with
Overall Responsibility
Responsibility,, have no direct influence on user
involvement,, attitude
attitude,, or system use. Of interest
interest,, items
involvement
reflecting formal and hands-on activities have fre
freresearch on parti口
participation
pation (e.g.,
(eι。，
quently been used in past r四earch
0011
Doll and Torkzadeh 1990
1990,, Franzand
Franz and Robey 1986)
1986),. η、elT
Their
自 ndings which
inclusion could have led to the rnixed
mixed findings
have been observed ([ves
(Ives and Olson 1984)
1984)..
factor,, according to Barki
The overall responsibility factor
(1994),, involves several key tasks.
tasks. By
and Hartwick (1994)
By
and,, as a
assigning such tasks to users,
users , responsibility and
result,, involvement are increased. The [50
ISD responsibilresult
ities which users can be assigned can be either of a
example,, two general
general or a specific nature. For example
responsibilities users may be giver、
given are being the project
of
team leader and being responsible for the success of
457
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the new system. Users can also be given responsibilities
ISD tasks. For example,
related to specific 150
example, they can be
cost/benefit estimates for the project
project,,
asked to make cost/benefit
justifying and
they may be given the responsibility of justifying
project,, or they may be
securing funds needed for the project
assigned the task of requesting additional funds (to
time/cost
cover unforeseen tirne
I cost overruns). ItIt should be
that,, at present
present,, such responsibilities are typically
noted that
users of a new system.
assigned to just one or two future use自
to 口eate
create a sense of responsibility in a larger
In order to
number of use時，
users, either of
oi two strategies can be adopted.
First,, additional development activities that lead to a
First
sense of responsibility could be identified and assigned
to different
different users. Alternatively
Alternatively,, responsibility activities
could
be
assigned
user groups.
groups.
co川Id be assigned to
to user

Mandatory Use. Important differ
differVoluntary vs. Mandalory
ences between voluntary and mandatory users were
observed in the study. For the voluntary group
group,, the
overall responsibility component of user participation
and user involvement were each observed to be strongly
attitudes,, norms,
intentions,, and use. Thus
Thus,,
linked to attitudes
nom、5， intentions
the contention that user participation and involvement
are important predictors of volunlary
voluntary syslem
system use is supare
ported.. These results are generally consister、
consistentt with past
ported
research.
research
group,, no sigOn the other hand,
hand , for the mandatory group
s> gnificant relationship was found between user participation and other model variables. Further,
Further , user ini! ed to influence attitude and subj缸，
volvement also
aiso fa
failed
subjective norm concerning
conceming system use. Thus
Thus,, for mandatory
users
pation and involvement would seem
users,, user parti口
participation
unimportant.
lnstead, the most important antecedenl
unimportant. Instead,
antecedent
of mandatory users' intentions was subjective norms
norms.
In past research
ttle work has been done 10
research,, Iilittle
to investigate
normative factors
factors.. Th
Thee results obtained for the mandatory user group suggest that more work needs to be
done in this area
area.
Attitudes,, In
Intention,
Attiludes
tention, and System Use
involvement,, the
Beyond the role of participation and involvement
present
presenl study provides several findings
findings concerning the
attitudes,, intentions,
relationship between user attitudes
intentions, and
system use. In 后，
IS, three theoretical formulations incorporating these variables have recently been investigated-Fishbein
gated—Fishbein and Ajzen's Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA); Davis,
Dav間， Bagozzi,
Bagoz且， and Warshaw's Technology
458

Acceptance ModeI
of
Model (TAM); and Ajzen's Theory of
Planned Behavior (TPB).
Fi
shbein and Ajzen's TRA. ln
In our study,
study , Fishbein
F阻hbein
Fishbein
and Ajzen's TRA was employed as the basic theorelical
theoretical
framework within which to explain the effects
effects of user
parti口 pation and involvement.
involvemen t. Strong
5trong support was obparticipation
tained for TRA
TRA,, both longitudinally
lained
longitudinally (using predevelattitude,, subjective
opment attitude
subjeclive norm,
norm , and intention
inten世 on to
10
predict postimplementation
postimplementation system use) and crosssectionally (using postimplementation
postimplementation attitude,
attitude , subjective norm,
norm , and intention to predict contemporaneous
Descriptively,, the results
system use). Oescriptively
resulls suggest the
Ihe following pict山e.
picture. System
use
is
determined
by
the
user's
5ystem
use
r' s
intention to use the system. Such
5uch intentions,
intentions , in turn,
tum ,
determined by the user's attitude toward system use
are delermined
(whether he/she
he /she feels that performing
performing the behavior is
good or bad) and his/her
subjective
norm concerning
conceming
his I her
(whether he/she
the behavior (whelher
he /she believes that other inin
dividuals want him/her
him/ her to perform
perform the behavior).
behavior)
These results
results add
add to
provided
These
to previous
previous support
support for
for TRA
TRA provided
by
Davis
etai.
(1989).
by Oavis et a l. (1989)
TRA,, two interesting findings
Using TRA
自ndings were found condeterminants
cerning the deter
m.inants of system use. While the theory
。
ry was found to provide strong
5廿ong predictions of mandatory
behavior,,
da
怕 ry and voluntary users' intentions and behavior
the weights of the attitude and subjective norm
nOrm components were
were found
ponents
found to
to vary.
vary. As
As might
might be
be expected,
expected ,
mandatory users
normative
mandatory
users were
were found
found to
to weight
weight the
the normative
component most
most heavily.
They formed
component
heavily. They
formed intentions
intentions and
and
used
the
system
frequently
because
they
used the system frequently because they believed
belleved imimportant others
others (for
superior) expected
expected
portant
(for example,
example , their
their superior)
them to
to use
use itit frequently.
frequently. Voluntary
users,, on
other
them
Voluntary users
on the
the other
hand,
weighted
the
attitudinal
component
most
heavily.
hand , weighted the attitudinal component most heavily
Such users
users paid
paid little
5uch
little attention
attention to
to the
the opinions
opinions of
of others.
others
Voluntary
users
formed
intentions
to
use
the
system
Voluntary users formed intentions to use the system
frequently
because they
frequent
frequently because
they personally
personally felt
felt that
that its
i個 frequent
use
would
be
good,
useful,
and
valuable.
use would be good , useful, and valuable

Second,, at垣
attitude
5econd
tude and subjective norm were found to
different amounts of influence before and after
exert different
development.t. Prior to 150
ISD, when users'
system developmen
use時 ， knowledge and beliefs conceming
the
new
system
were apt
concerning
to be vague and ill-formed,
subjective
norm
was
found
iII -formed ,
to exert
exert aa greater
greater influence
to
influence on
on intention.
intention. Following
Following ISD,
150,
however,, when
and
however
when the
the system,
system , as
as well
well as
as its
its strengths
strengths and
its
weaknesses
were
known,
attitude
was
found
to
exert
its weaknesses were known , attitude was found to exert
,
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greater influence
influence on intention.
intention. These results suggest
suggest
the greater
that various forms of
of influence
inAuence will be differentially
differentially efthat
fective,
fective , depending on when they are attempted. Early
Early
on,
on , normative influence
inAuence attempts (e.g.,
(e.g. , top management
support)
supp。吐) should prove effective. Later,
La ter, when the system
is operational,
operational , informational
informational influence
influence attempts (e.g.,
(e.g. ,
providing information
information conceming system strengths and
benefits,
bene自 ts， or information
information making use easier) are apt to
work better.
better
One additional aspect of
of TRA received scrutiny in the
present study. According to the theory,
theory , performance
performance of
of
a behavior should be determined by intention to perinAuence of
of other variables on
form that behavior. The influence
intention . For the varibehavior should be mediated by intention.
ables investigated in the present research (Attitude
Conceming System Use; Subjective Norm Conceming
Concerning
System Use; Attitude Toward the System; User Inlnvoivement;
volvement; User Participation),
Par甘cipation) ， this contention was
perform
supported. Further,
Further , TRA states that intention to perfoπn
a behavior is determined by attitude and subjective
norm conceming
concerning that behavior,
behavior. The influence of all
other variables on intention should be mediated by attitude and subjective norm. Again
Again,, for the variables investigated in the present study (Attitude Toward the
System; User Involvement;
lnvolvement; User Participation),
Participation) , this
contention was supported
supported.

Davis,
Warshaw's
IS,, Davis
Oavis, Bagozzi,
Bagozzi, and Warsha
w' s TAM. In 15
Oavis
et al.
a l. (1989,
(1989 , see also Davis 1989) have proposed an
TRA,, ca
called
extention of TRA
lI ed the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM). TAM differs from TRA in two key asFirst,, T
TAM
two new constructs
constructs,, perpects. First
AM introduces tWQ
be !i ef that using an application
ceived usefulness (the belief
will increase one's performance) and perceived ease of
of
use (the belief
belief that one's use of an application will be
In TAM
TAM,, both perceived usefulness and
free of effort). ln
ease of use are said to be determinants of an individual's
conceming the use of an application. This is
attitude concerning
consistent with TR
TRA,
consister、t
A, where beliefs are said to underlie
one's attitudes. However
However,, TAM
TAM also st刮目
states that perceived
individual's
in-usefulness is aa direct determinant of an individua
l' s in
apphcation.
tention to use an app
!i cation. Empirical support for this
contention is provided by Davis et aal.
l. (1989) and Ma(1991). This result con
conflicts
TRA,
thieson (1991).
Ai cts with TR
A, where
beliefs
the effect of be
!i efs on intention is said to be mediated
by attitude.
attitude.
i , \'
, ,_ "
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Results of
of the present
present research may be relevant
relevant to
t。
this issue. Davis et al.
a l. measure perceived usefulness
with items such as "I
" ) would find
自nd (the appiication)
application) useuseful,"
As
such,
there
is
apt
to
be
considerable
overlap
fu l."
such ,
considerable
between
between perceived usefulness
usefulness and our construct
construct of
of AtAttitude Toward the System. Given that overlap,
overlap , our
our
finding that
that Attitude
Attitude Toward
Toward the
the System
System inAuences
influences A卜
Attitude
Conceming
Use
is
consistent
with
TAM
(as
well
的 tude Concerning
consistent
as
as TRA).
TRA) . However,
However, our
our failure
failure to find
自 nd a
a direct
direct link
1ink
from
from Attitude
Attitude Toward
Toward the
the System
System to
to Intention
lntention may
may be
be
viewed
supportive
viewed as
as being
being inconsistent
inconsistent with
with TAM
TAM (but
(but supportive
of TRA).'
TAM differs
differs from TRA in a second important
important way—
wayTAM does not include subjective
determinant
subjective norm as a determinant
of
of intention. There would appear to be two reasons for
this omission,
omission , one conceptual and one empirical.
empirica l. Conceptually,
ceptua l1 y, several researchers have criticized TRA,
TRA , suggesting that the theory
the。可 (with its recommended operationalizations) does not clearly differentiate
differentiate normative
and informational
influences
on
behavior (see,
informational
(see , for example,
1979,1981;
ample , Miniard and Cohen 1979
, 1981; Warshaw 1980).
1980)
They note that measures of attitude and subjective norm
no口n
are frequently
frequently correlated. Such critiques,
critiques , however,
however , neglect several studies conducted to provide discriminant
validity for the two constructs (e.g.
(e,g,,, Ajzen 1971;
1971; Ajzen
1970,, 1972)
1972).. Indeed,
and Fishbein
Fishbein 1970
lndeed , the present study
provides evidence for the distinctiveness of the two
constructs—mandatory users were found to place
constructs-mandatory
greater weight on subjective norm; voluntary users
weighted attitude more heavily
heavily.
Further,, these critiques are based on simplistic views
Further
informational inAuence.
influence. As Fishbein
of normative and informational
studies have
have pu巾。
purported
to find
finddirect
direct belief.intenhon
belief-intention Iilinks
,^SeSeveral
veral studies
rted to
nks
1982,, Brinberg
1979,, Hom and Huiln
1981),, providing em(Bagozzi 1982
B吋 nberg 1979
Ilulin 1981)
pirical
TAM
usefulness
pm
臼 1 justification
justification for the T
AM contention that perceived use(ulness
influences intentions 10
to use an application. Un(ortunately
Unfortunately,,
directly ìnfluenc自
TRA,, each of the studl
studies
when viewed as evidence against TRA
e5 exhibits
flaws, Bagozz
Bagozzi's
of behe(s
beliefs can besl
best be viewed as a
flaws.
i' s (1982) measure o(
of conditional inlenbons
intentions,, not behavi。日
behavioral1 belie(s.
beliefs. It的，
It is, there
theremeasure o(
fore, easy 10
to 世e
see why Ihis
this measure had a 5trong
strong relationship with
[0冊，
intention, Brinberg (1
(1979)
Horn and Ilulin
Hutin (1
(1981)
not opintention.
979) and Hom
981) did n訓。p
erationalize
Ajzen, A p個sible
possible
.
.曲。nalize norm as recommended by Fishbein and AJzen.
mediating role
role of
of 5subjective
norm m叮
may thus
thus have
have been
been excluded
excluded. Fimediating
Jbjective norm
Finally,
each
of
these
studies
(as
well
as
Davis
et
al,
(1989)
and ManaUy, each of these studi自 (as well as Davis et al. (1989) and
Mathieson (1991))
(1991)) failed
failed 10
to examine
examine the
the p個訓
possibility
that the
the in
influence
thi目on
bility that
f) uence of
o(
beliefs on
on intention
intention is
is mediated
mediated by
by aa shi(t
shift in
in Ihe
the relative
relative weight
weight of
belie(s
o(
attitude and
and subject附
subjective nonn
norm.
attitude

‘
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Ajzen (1975) point
point out,
out, normative influence
influence atand Ajzen
affect intentions
inten 世。ns and
and behavior,
behavior, either
either ditempts may affect
subjective norm to intention
intention (in Kelman's
rectly from subjective
(1961) terms,
terms , compliance) or indirectly
indirectly from subjective
norm to attitude to intention
intention (in Kelman's terms,
terms, internalization).
nalization) . Similarly,
5imilarly, informational
informational influence
influence attempts
may affect
affect intentions and behavior
behavior directly,
directly , from attitude to intention,
intention , or indirectly,
indirectly , from attitude to subjective norm
noπn to intention. Further description
d田cription and empirical
empi甘 cal
evidence for such processes may be found
found in Ryan
(1982),
(1982) , Shimp
5himp and Kavas (1984),
(1984) , and Oliver and Bearden (1985). Thus,
Thus , normative and informational
informational influences are incorporated
incorporated into TRA through the interdependent constructs of
of attitude and subjective norm.
norm
a l. (1989) also justify
justify the exclusion of
of subDavis et al.
jective norm on empirical grounds. Neither
Neither Davis
Oavis et al.
al
nor Mathieson (1991) found significant
signiiìcant empirical support for the normative
nom祖 tive component
component in their studies,
studies. it
lt is
important,
important , hovi'ever,
however , to look at the subjects and context
of each study,
s仙 dy. Davis
Oavis et al. (1989) studied the use of aa
word processing package by MBA students,
students. Mathieson
(1991) looked at the use of a spreadsheet package by
undergraduate students. In neither case can normative
influences be expected to be strong. On the other hand
hand,,
our
。 ur study looked at the use of information
information system applications in organizational settings. In organizations
organizations,,
superior/subordinate
superior
I subo州 nate relationships are apt to foster
normative pressures. Consistent with this
contention,,
lhis contention
significant
significant effects of subjective norm were found in our
research.

TPB. Mathieson (1991) has recently introAjzen's TPB.
IS,, Ajzen's (1
(1985;
duced a third intention theory to 15
985; see
1986,, 5hifter
Shifter and Ajzen 1985)
also Ajzen and Madden 1986
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)
A1 so an extention
(TPB).. Also
of TR
A, TPB introduces one new construct
TRA,
construct,, perceived
belief that one is able to control
behavioral control (the belief
personally the performance of behavior). The greater
the resources and opportunity lhat
that one has
has,, and the
fewer the impedirnents
impediments or obslacl目
obstacles that one faces
faces,, the
control.l. Thus
Thus,, in l5
IS,, a number
greater one's perceived contro
individual difference (i.e.
(i.e.,, system knowledge and
of inruvidual
ability),, task (i.
(i.e.,
complexity, system ease of use),
ability)
e. , task comple且句，
u自) ,
(i.e.,, system availability and acce臼)
access) variand situation (i.e.
control,l.
ables are apt to influence perceived behavioral contro
TPB,, perceived behavioral control 自
is said to combine
In TPB
460
460

with attitude and subjective
subjective norm
noπn to determine
detem甘 ne intention.
tion . Individuals
lndividuals form intentions to perform
perform behaviors
that are perceived
perceived to be affectively
affectively positive,
positive, normatively
expected,
and
under
their
control.
Further,
expected , and under
contro l. Further , as a surrogate
measure
measure of
of actual control,
con甘01， perceived
perceived control is said to
combine with intention
intention to detennine
determine behavior.
behavior. Individlndividuals perform
perform behaviors that they intend
intend to,
to , and are able
to,
perform.
to , perform.
In
ln the present study,
study , perceived behavioral control was
not measured.
measured . We view this as an important
important omission.
omission
User participation
is
likely
to
improve
one's
knowledge
participation
of,
of, and ability
ab山 ty to use,
use , a system. Moreover,
Moreover, through user
recommendations
recommendations and influence
influence during ISD,
l50 , system access and ease of
of use could be improved. Thus,
Thus , like attitude and involvement,
perceived
behavioral
control is
involvement ,
apt to mediate
meruate the influence
influence of
of participation on intentions and use of a system. The presence of such relationships needs to be investigated in future research.
Study
Limitations
Sludy Li
mitations
Measurement
Measuremenl of
of Behavior.
Behavior, In the study.
study , System
5ystem
Use was measured through the use of two self-report
items
>
tems contained on the post-implementation questionnaire. Could they be biased? While possible,
possible , this seems
unlikely. Not only were respondents not asked for their
names (users were identified
only),
identi自ed by position
po卸的 on only
), completed questionnaires
questionn剖開s were mailed directly to the researchers (not given to superiors
supe吋 ors or other organization
members).. Are
self-report measures valid indicators
members)
Are self-report
inrucators of
of
use? While self-report
seif-report measures of behavior are frecriticized,, Ajzen (1987) defends their use,
quently criticized
use. According to Ajzen
Ajzen,, individuals,
when
they
respond
to
inruviduals ,
such measures,
measures , likely consider actions that they have
performed in a variety of contexts
different
perfo叮ned
contex凶 and at many clifferent
times. On the other hand,
hand , objective assessments of behavior,, for pragmatic reasons,
are often restricted
havior
reasons , 3re
res廿icted in
scope (with assessments made only in certain contexts
times). Consequently
Consequently,, Ajzen argues that
or at certain times).
self-report measures will often be more valid,
reself-report
valid , since 問
typically
in comprehensive assearchers are typica
Il y interested m
sessments of behavior.
Method Bias. In the study
study,, the four TRA conslructs
constructs
Melhod
(attitude, subjective norm
norm,, intention,
(at岫缸I
intent間， and behavior)
were each operationalized with two items (being a
heavy/light
system,, and using the system
heavy l light user of the system
infrequently I/ frequently). Given similarity of phrasing
infrequently
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across the
the four
four TRA
TRA constructs,
cons廿uc帖， the
the possibility
p由自b山 tyofmethod
across
of method
must be
be considered.
considered. In spite
spite of
of similar
similar phrasings,
phrasings,
bias must
different conceptual
conceptual questions were
were asked
asked for
for each
each concon
different
struct-indicate your
your feelings
feelings conceming
∞nceming use (attitude),
(attitude) ,
struct—indicate
what do other
other people
people think
think about
about your
your use (subjective
(subjective
what
norm),
norm) , how often
often do
do you
you intend
intend to use (intention),
(intention) , and
what is
is your
your current
current level of use (behavior). Evidence
Evidence
what
for
for the distinctiveness
distinctiveness of such operationalizations
operationalizations has
has
been
been provided
provided by Fishbein
Fi shbein and
and Ajzen
Ajzen (1975),
(1 975) , Ajzen
and Fishbein (1980),
(1980) , and Fishbein
Fishbein (1980).
(1 980) . The results
reported in this paper,
paper, comparing
comparing mandatory
mandatory and voluntary
untary users,
users, provide further
further evidence for
for the construct
construct
validity of the attitude and subjective
subjective norm constructs.
constructs
The longitudinal data also speak to
to the
the issue of
of
method bias. In
In the study.
study , System Use is strongly predicted,
dicted , not only by
hy measures of intention contained
contained in
in
the same questionnaire,
questionnaire , but also
a150 by
hy measures assessed
many months earlier. Thus,
Thus, intention is shown to be aa
determinant
stronger
determinant of system use. Still,
Still, predictions are s廿'Onger
when intentions and
and use
use are
are assessed contemporaneously. This could show the existence of method bias (in
addition to
to the conceptual prediction of System Use).
Use)
Alternatively, the superior short-term prediction of use
Altemative旬，
could result from theoretically meaningful
meaningful factors. As
As
(1975; see a1
also
1985,, Ajzen
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975;
so Ajzen 1985
noted,, intentions assessed far
and Fishbein 1980) have noted
far
in advance of behavior could change before the
the time
performance. Thus
Thus,, measured intentions would proof performance.
vide an attenuated prediction of behavior. Factors leading to
to changes in
in intention include: the
the occurrence
occurrence of
of
events,, the receipt of
of new information
information,,
environmental events
belief salience
salience,, etc.
etc. In our situation
situation,, the whole
shifts in belief
of developing the
the new system could lead to
to
process of
in users' intentions. It站，
It is, therefore
therefore,, not
not sursurchanges in
prising to see the superior short-term prediction of System Use'
Beliefs Were Not Measured. Fi
shbein and Ajzen's
Fishbein
Ajzen's
TRA
TRA may be considered as
as having three separate levels
•*Anolher
t1 y
Anotheranalysis
analysissuggested
suggestedby
byBagozzi
Bagozziand
andPhillîps
Phillips(1982)
(1982)explici
explicitly
modellîng
tw。
modelling method bias was
was also
also conducted. ln
In this analysÎs
analysis,, two
meth
吋 constructs
l. Ea
ch construcl
閉目 nts
method
constructs were
were added 10
to the
the mode
model.
Each
construct 時P
represents
one o( the two
two phrasings of
of the atti仙
attitude,
norm, intention
intention,,
one
de， subjective n。叮n，
behavior
measures.
Through
constructs,,
and beha
叫 orm四
sures. Th
rough the introduction of these constructs
error terms
terms were
were dramatically
dramatically reduced.
reduced. Further
Further,, path c甜甜cients
coefficients for
error
for
the ∞nceptual
conceptual model
model being
being ínv田
investigated
in the
the study
study became
became larger
larger.
the
tigated in
bias cannot
cannot,, therefore.
therefore, acrount
account for
for the results
results reported here
here.
Method bÎas

of
of analysis.
analysis. First,
First, behavior
behavior is
is said
said to
to be
be determined
determined by
by
behavioral
behavioral intention.
intention. Second,
Second , behavioral
behavioral intention
intention is
is
said
to
be
determined
by
attitude
and
subjective
norm.
said to be detern、ined by attitude and subjective norm
Third,
Third , attitude
attitude and
and subjective
subjective norm
norm are said
said to be
be dede
termined
termined by behavioral
behavioral and
and normative
normative beliefs,
beliefs , respectively.
present study,
study , only the
the first
first two levels
levels of
of
tively. In
In the
the present
TRA were investigated. This results
in
an
incomplete
resu Jt s
incomplete
analysis,
analysis , not only
only of the mediating effects
effects of TRA constructs,
struc妞， but
but also of
of the determinants
determinants of
of system use. Using
only
only two
two levels
levels of
of TRA,
TRA , the
the influence
influence of
of participation,
participation,
involvement,
and
attitude
toward
the
system
involvement, and attitude toward the system on
on attitude
attitude
and subjective
norm
conceming
system
use
may
be assubjective
ascertained. Further,
to see
see whether inten世ons
intentions
Further, it is possible to
and use
use are
are determined normatively or attitudinally.
attitudinally
Thus,
we
are
able
to
say,
for
example,
that
the
influence
Thus ,
say ,
example ,
of
participafion
on
intention
is
mediated
by
atfitude
of parti口 pation
at位 tude and
subjective
subjective norm,
norm , that involvement
involvement influences
influences both atattitude and subjective
subjec位ve norm,
norm , and that both attitude and
subjective norm influence
influence intentions and use. However,
However,
we are
unable
to
determine the
thepre口
precise
nature of
of this
this
are unable to determine
se nature
influence. That is,
is, we cannot say which particular beliefs
bel> efs
are influenced
involvement,,
influenced by
by user participation
parti口pation and
and involvement
or which beliefs are
are most important in the determination
determinafion
of intentions and use. As such
such,, this research must be
be
viewed as aa 且rst
first step
step,, not the final
answer.
晶nal answer
Involvement—Mediator or Moderator. In past reInvolvement-Mediator
search,, involvement has been treated both as a mediator
search
As examples of
of the forrner
former,,
and as a moderator variable. As
Sherif et
et aal.
Sherif
l. (1965) have investigated the relationship
attitudes conceming the issue;
of issue involvement with attitud自
at the
the relationship of
of job
job and
and
Kanungo (1982) looks at
job satisfaction and
and perforperforwork involvement with job
As examples of
of the latter
latter., Petty and
and Cacciopo
mance. As
(1986) discuss the moderating effect of involvement on
of attitude changei
change; numerous researchers
the processes of
(e.g.,, Oliver and
and Bearden 1985
1985,, Sivacek and
and Crano
(e.g.
the moderating effect of
of inin1982) have investigated the
volvement on the attitude-behavior relationship.
in the
the present research
research,, involvement was
was treated
In
as aa mediator of
of the
the relationship between user
solely as
attitudes,, norms
norms,, intentions
intentions,, and be.
beparticipation and attitudes
A moderator effect could
could also
also be
be envisioned
envisioned,,
havior. A
with the
the work of
of Sivacek
Sivacek and Crano
Crano (1982)
(1982),,
consistent with
and Oliver
Oliver and
and Bearden (1985).
(1985), Specifically
Specifically,, highly inand
users could be
be expected to
to show
show aa stronger atvolved users
at-
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and System
System U
Use
User
St

titude-intention relationship;
relationship; similarly
similarly,, they
they could
could be
be
titude-intention
expected
to
show
a
weaker
subjective
norm-in
ten
tion
s喇 ective norm仆ntentíon
expected to show a
relationship. If
If aa system
system isis important and
and pe凹onally
personally
問lationship.
relevant,, users
users are
are Iilikely
to focus
focus on
on their own pe間onal
personal
relevant
kely to
feelings,, rather than others'
others' expectatio肘，
expectations, when
when forming
forming
feelings
intentions. Unfortunately
Unfortunately,, the structural equation
equation
methodology employed
employed in
in the
the analysis
analysis of
of our
our data
data does
does
methodology
not easily
easily allow
allow for
for the
the testing
testing of
of such
such aa hypothesis
hypothesis.
not
(However,, hierarchical
hierarchical regression
regression analyses
analyses fa
failed
to
(However
i! ed to
support
interactive
effects
of
involvement
and
attitude,
support interactive effects of involvement and attitude,
or involvement
involvement and
and subjective
subjective norm
norm,, arguing
arguing against
against
or
the possibility
possibility of
of moderator
moderator effects
effects in
in our
our data
data,)
.)
the
DolllI and Torkzadeh
Desire for Participation. Do
actual partici(1989) have argued that users evaluate actuaJ
pation against a baseline of desired participation when
determining satisfaction. In the present study
study,, only acDoll
Torkzadeh's
lJ and Torkzadeh's
tual participation was assessed. Do
contention cannot
cannot,, therefore
therefore,, be
be tested
tested.. In
In future
future re
recontention
search,, it would be of interest to determine whether
search
predeveiopment
predevelopment attitudes and involvement influence
users'
desire for
for parti
participation;
it wouJd
would also
also be
be interinteruse凹， desire
口 pation ; it
esting to
to determine
determine whether actual
actual parti
participation,
eval口 pati on， evaluated
against
a
baseline
of
desired
participation,
exhibits
uated against a baseline of desired parti口 pation， exhibits
a stronger influence
infiuence on user involvement and attitudes.

Conclusions

l. •

A number of important findings emerged in the present
study. The results suggest the following conclusions:
(1) User participation and involvement represent
represent two
parti口pation can be considdistinct constructs. While participation
influence on
00 user involvement,
involvement , involvement
ered an infiuence
effect on levels of participation.
participation
seems to have little effect
(2) The key dimension of
of user participation
pa的cipation is overall
responsibility. It
Jt自
meaningful participation
parti口pation that has
responsibility.
is meaningful
greatest effect
effect on involvement,
involvement, attitude,
attitude , and use.
use
the greatest
Other activities seem to have little influence,
influence
Other
effect of
of user
user participation
parti口 pation on intentions and
(3) The effect
system use is mediated
mediated by the psychological constructs
system
of involvement,
involvement , attitude,
attitude, and
and subjective
subjective norm.
norm
of
(4) User participation
participation and
and involvement
involvement seem to be
(4)
important only for the
the voluntary
voluntary users
users of
of a system.
system
important
(5) System
System use
use is strongly
strongly infiuenced
influenced by
by users'
users' inin(5)
tentions to use
use the
the system.
system. Intentions
lntentions are detennined
determined
tentions
by both
both attitude
attitude and
and subjective
subjective norm
no盯n conceming
concemmg use.
use
by
462
462

(6)
(6) Early
Early in
in the
the ISD
ISD process
process,, subjective norm isis the
crucial
determinan
t.
One
intends to
crucial determinant.
to use the system because others
others expect
expect iit.
Later,
is operopercause
t. La
ter , when the system is
ational,
is the crucia
cruciall dete叮ninan
determinant.t. One intends
intends
ationa
l, attitude is
to use
use aa system
system because one feels its use is
is good
good,, useful
useful,,
to
and valuable
valuable,
By
By placing the concepts of user participation and involvement into a theoretical framework
framework,, gaps in our
Antecedents
knowledge have been identified. An
tecedents of user
participation,, user invo)vement
involvement,, and subjective norm
participation
to be spe口自
specified.
need to
ed. Initial involvement and aattitude
ttitude
participation—
toward the system did not lead to user parti口
pation
what factors
factors,, then
then,, do lead to pa吋icipa
participation?
tion ? User parinvolvement—
ticipation was found to influence user involvementSubjective
what additional factors lead to involvement? Subjective
norm was found to be an important determinant of intentions and use-what
use—what are its determinants?
One further need became apparent as we compared
our formulation to those of other researchers in this
IS, a number
domain. In
ln 侶，
numbe r of different
different constructs are currently being used to model beliefs,
beliefs , attitudes,
attitudes , intentions,
intentions,
and behavio
behavior.
r. Examples include user involvement,
involvement , perusefulness,, attitude toward
ceived usefulness
towa rd the system and its
use,
perceived
ease
of
use,
perceived
behavioral control,
U間，
ea扭。f use,
contro l,
and user satisfaction
satisfaction.. Conceptual and empirical
empincal work
needs to be done to integrate these psychological constructs into a more unified
conceptualization.
unified conceptualization
research ,
While much has been learned in the present research,
9
much remains to be done.'
• .-;
done.
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Appendix
Appendix I1

'

User
Participation
User Parlicipation
Overall
Qv t. rall Responsibility
Respon虹bility Scale
t曲 m?(Y凹
/No)
1 Were you the leader o(
of Ihe
the proJect
project team?
(Yes/No)
have responsibility
rl田 ponsib山 ty for
(or estimating
四 timaling development
deve:l opment costs
c個.. of
01
2 Did you have
the
(Yes/No)
the new
new system?
syslem? (y，自
/No)
have responsibility
r回戶聞 自 bili 可 for
(or requesting
requ 臼 ting additional
addltional funds
(unds to
10
3 Did you have
cover unforeseen
un(oreseen time/cost
time/cost overruns?
overruns? (Yes/No)
cover
(Yes/No)
Dld you
you have
have responsibility
r田 ponsibility for
(or selecting
selectlng the
the hardware
hardware and/or
44 Did
and/or
software
(Yes/No)
so(tware needed
needed for
for the
the new
new system?
syslem? (Y田
/No)
you have
have responsibility
r凹 ponsibility for
(or the
the success
SUCC e5S of
o( the
the new
new system?
5 Did you
(Yes/No)
•-(y，自 /No)
had main responsibiHty
responsibility for
(or the
the development
developmenl project
proj個 [during
(dunng
66 II had
system
implementation]J
system definition/during
definition / during physical
physìca! design/during
d的 ignJ during implementation
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User Participatio
Participation
and System Use
User
lJ alld

(Yes/No), (item scored as an average of the three stage-specific an(YesjNo).(item
swers]l
swe間
I

-

User-IS Relationship Scale
User-lS
1I ln{onnation
Information SystemsjData
Systems/Data Pr扭扭5mgs旭
Processing staffff drew
drew up
up a formalized
formalized
agreementt of the work 10
to be done I[during
definition/during
during system definition
/ during
agreemen
design/during
implementation] (Yes/No).
(Yes/No), (i[item
tem scored as
physical design
j during implementa悅。n)
stage-specific answers]
an average of the three stage-spedfic
to make chan皂白
changes tot
to the
formalized agreement of work
2 JI was able 10
h e fom叫ized
to be done (during
[during system definition //during
10
during physical design / during
implementation] (Yes/No).
(Yes/No), [item scored as an average of the three
implementation)
answers]
stage-specific answe叫
33 The
The Information Syslems/Data
Systems/Data Processing 51aff
staff kept me
me informed
informed
stem definitionj
conceming progress and/or
and/or problems (during
[during 叮
system
definition/
design/during
(Yes/No),
[item
j during implementation] (Y臼
/No). ptem
during physical des悍n
stage-specific
answers]l
scored as an average of the three stage-speci
fì. c answe目
Systems/Data
4 I formally reviewed work done by IInformation
nfom、 ation Systems
I Data
Processing staft
staff [during system de
definition/during
fi. nition / during physical ddesign/
間 gn /
implementation] (Y自/
(Yes/No),
of the
during implementarion]
No). [item scored as an average o(
three stage-specific answers
answers]I
thr凹
Information Systems
Systems//
5 1I formally approved work done by the lnformation
staff (during
[during system definition
definition/during
Data Processing staff
/ during physical design / during implementation]
implementation ] (Y田
(Yes INo)
/ No),， (item
[ itemscored
scoredas
asan
anaverage
average
sign/during
stage-specific
of the three stage-speci
自 c answers]
ments analysis develo伊d
6 1I evaluated an informarion
information r呵山間
requirements
developed by
Information
(Yes/No),
In
formarion Systems/Data Processing (Y田
/No)
requirements
7 1I approved an information r呵
uirements analysis developed by
staff (Y自
(Yes/No),
the Information Systems/Data Processing staft
/No)
Hands-on Activity Scale
For this
this system
system,, I1 denned/helped
defined/helped define
define in
input/output
forms
put/output forms
11 For

(Yes/No),可
(Yes/No)
system,, 1I defined
defined/helped
layouts
2 For this system
I hel ped. define screen Jayouts
(Yes/No),
(Yes/No)
system,, JI defined
defined/helped
formats
3 For this system
/ helped define report formats
(Yes/No).
(Yes/No)
training
4 1 designed the user tra
in ing program for this system (Yes/
No),
No)
5 I created th
dures manual for this system (Yesj
thee user pr。因
procedures
(Yes/
No),
No)
Involvement
User lnvolvement
Ind自
cate your thoughts conceming the new system. I consider the
Indicate
new system to be , . ,
1.
important/unimportant
"
'
l. impor個
nt/unimportant
needed/needed
'
*'r
2. not neededjneeded
3. 田se
essential/nonessential
3
n tial/non喵 ential
4.
55.,
6.
7.
8.
99.,

trivial/fundamental
trivialjfundamental
significant/insignificant
significant/
insigni自 cant
means nothing to
10 me/means a 1lot
01 10
to me
concern 10
to me
me/of
concern 10
to me
of no concem
/ of concem
to me
me/relevant
irrelevant 10
I 間 levant to me
to me
me/doesn't
matter to me
matters 10
j doesn 't malter

岫
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Attitude Toward the System
lndicate
lings conceming the new system.
Indicate your fee
feelings
system, 1I consider the new
system to be . . .
1, good/bad
good/bad
1.
2.
e/te而自 c
2- terribl
terrible/terrific
useful/useless
33., usefuljusel目S
worthless/valuable
44,, worthlessjval
uable
Attitude Concerning System Use
Indicate your feelings ∞nceming
conceming your use of the new system
system.
Jndicate
11,, My frequently using the new system . . .
a, good/bad
a.
b, terrible/
terrible/terrific
b.
terrific
c, usefu1
useful/useless
c.
/useless
d.
l目 sjvaluable
d, worth
worthless/valuable
2, My being a heavy user of the new system ,, , .
2.
a. good/bad
b. te而
ble/ te而 fic
terrible/terrific
c. usefulfuseless
useful/useless
c.
worthless/valuable
d. worlhlessjvaluable
Subjeclive
Subjective Norm Concerning the System
What do other people think about your use of the new system?
work,, my supe肘。
superiors
fre1. a. At work
rs think that I (should not/should) fre.
quently use the new system
system.
At work, my peers think that I (曲。u
(should
not/should) frequentJy
frequently
b. Atw。巾，
l d notjshould)
use the new system
system,
c. At work,
subordinates think that I (晶。uld
(should notjshould)
not/should)
c.
work, my subordin刮目
frequently use the new system
system.
2. a. At work
/should) be
2,
work,, my superiors think that I (should not
not/should)
of the new system
system,
a heavy user of
p世間 think that 1
I (should notjshould)
b. At work
work,, my peers
not/should) be a
heavy user of the new system
c.
曲。 uld)
c. At work
work,, my subordinates think that I1 (should
(should nOI/
not/should)
system.
be a heavy user of the new 叮
stem
lntention
Intention to Use Ihe System
intend to pe間onally
personally use the new system?
How often do you ìntend
(infrequently/frequently)
10 use the new system (infrequently
j frequently)
11. 1I intend to
2. Doyouintendtobeaheavy
Do you intend to be a heavy or Iilight
ght u甜
2,
userr of thìs
this system? (heavy
(heavy/j
light)
Ught)
System Use
The following questions are about your current level of usage of the
system,
new system
(heavy/
1. Are
Are you currently a heavy or light user of the system? (h凹
vy /
Ught)
light)
2,
(infrequently/fre2. How often do you use the new system? (infrequentlyjf阻
quently)
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